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1
Introduction

Our work makes a step in the direction of answering the following question:

what happens to the dry contact between two crystals when it changes from

extremely slippery (“superlubric”) to strongly pinned (i.e. characterized by a

large static friction) as the atomic corrugation is increased, e.g. by application

of an increasing load? We address this question regarding atomic-scale contact

mechanics in an analog system, namely an elastic layer of mutually interacting

colloidal particles in aqueous solution in contact with a rigid externally imposed

corrugation potential realized by means of a laser-light pattern. We investigate

the frictional proprieties of this 2D interface by means of computer simulations.

Motivated by recent experiments [1, 2, 3] and theory [4, 5], we simulate

a monolayer of mutually repulsive colloidal particles interacting with an egg-

carton optical external potential. Friction is probed by means of the applica-

tion of a uniform external force pushing the colloids sideways. When the equi-

1



2 Chapter 1 Introduction

librium spacing of the mutually interacting colloids is incommensurate to the

periodicity of the egg-carton potential, the system undergoes an Aubry-type

transition between a superlubric state, where sliding can be activated by an ar-

bitrarily small force, and a statically pinned state as the corrugation-potential

amplitude is increased. In the present thesis we characterize this transition

by means of molecular-dynamics simulations. Our main contributions in the

direction of answering the above question are: a detailed energetic analysis of

the system as a function of the misalignment angle between the corrugation

lattice and the colloidal monolayer, the computation of the structural phase

diagram of the Aubry transition and of the dynamical response of the system,

and the characterization of the coexistence region of the first-order transition

which the system undergoes from the superlubric to the pinned state.

In the standard approximate Coulomb model [6, 7], friction is defined as

the force opposing the relative motion of two objects. This is not a fundamen-

tal force and it is introduced by hand in the equation of motion with suitable

empirical coefficients. The Coulomb model defines two different kinds of fric-

tional forces: the static friction Fs and the dynamic friction Fd. The former

one describes the force barrier that a body in contact with another must over-

come to start moving. Practically, a static configuration remains stable under

the application of a lateral force F which can take all values up to a maximum,

which, thus, sets a threshold above which sliding is possible. The threshold

depends linearly on the applied load Fs = µsFn, where µs is the static fric-

tion coefficient of the system, which depends on the materials in contact, on

the temperature, on the possible pressure and type of lubrication. A similar

relation holds for the dynamic friction: Fd = µdFn, which kicks in when the

two bodies are already sliding; µd is the dynamic friction coefficient, usually

smaller than the static one.

In the present work we go beyond the simple Coulomb model, which is

actually an emerging property resulting from the multi-contact fractal nature

of real solid-solid interfaces and from the elasticity of solids [8]. We rather focus

on a single contact and deal with non-linear friction, describing the behavior of

systems at the “atomic” scale showing a highly nontrivial dynamical response.

The first step in addressing this problem is the introduction of the simple,
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ac K

al

U0

Figure 1.1: A sketch of the Frenkel-Kontorova model showing the competing length
scales of the system and the interaction parameters.

yet fascinating, Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model which provides an excellent

starting point to understand the key features of this physics.

1.1 1D: the Frenkel-Kontorova model

In its standard formulation, the Frenkel-Kontorova model [9] consists of a 1D

chain of N classical particles (or atoms), interacting with their first neighbors

via an harmonic potential and with a sinusoidal external potential, as depicted

in fig. 1.1. The Hamiltonian of the system is

H =
N∑
i=1

[
p2
i

2m
+
K

2
(xi+1 − xi − ac)

2 +
U0

2

(
1− cos

(
2π

al

xi

))]
, (1.1)

where
p2i
2m

= m
2

d2xi
dt2

is the kinetic energy of the ith atom, the next term is the

harmonic interaction energy between neighboring atoms with elastic constant

K and rest distance ac and the last term is the substrate potential of amplitude

U0 and spacing al.

The system is characterized by the amplitude of the substrate potential U0

and the spring elastic constant K and their length scales, al and ac, respec-

tively. While the springs stiffness favors a uniform separation ac, the substrate
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Figure 1.2: A sketch of (a) a kink and (b) an antikink sliding under the action of
a rightward force F .

potential tends to pin the atoms to the bottom of the wells spaced at al. We

can define the mismatch ratio as the ratio between the two spacings ρ = al/ac,

i.e. the number of atoms divided by the number of potential wells.

For ρ = 1 we have a commensurate system with a trivial ground state

in which each atom sits at the bottom of one potential well. The excitation

dynamics is characterized by elementary, nonlinear excitations known as kinks

and antikinks in addition to the usual linear excitations, phonons. The FK

model has drawn a lot of interest because it can be solved exactly in the con-

tinuum approximation, the sine-Gordon equation, and provides a good model

for soliton excitations [10].

An easy way to picture this elementary topological excitations is by chang-

ing the number of atoms in the system: by adding an atom to the chain, the

resulting configuration has a kink in it, that is two particles forced to share the

same potential well, which pushes the surrounding ones out of their minimum;

on the other hand, the subtraction of an atom leaves a well empty and the equi-

librium configuration is characterized by a local expansion of the chain, called

antikink. In the commensurate case, where the number of atoms matches the

number minima, kinks and antikinks sprout as excited states under the action

of a driving force. Intuitively, under a driving force F , kinks and antikinks

slide more easily than regular atoms at register over the potential because

their are composed of particles farther from the potential minima. Figure 1.2

shows the idea of the motion of kinks and antikinks under a driving force: the

kink advances when the right particle in the over-crowded well hops to the
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next minimum. The antikinks is an empty space which moves in the direc-

tion opposite to the force. The motion of these solitons is the main effective

mechanism of mass transport along the chain and accounts for diffusivity and

mobility in the model immediately above the depinning threshold force, if any

[11].

From eq. (1.1), we can obtain the dimensionless equation of motion

d2x

dt2
+ sin(xi)− g(xi+1 + xi−1 − 2xi) = 0, (1.2)

where distances are measured in units of al/2π and time in al/(2π)
√

2m/U0.

The resulting dimensionless coupling constant g = K(al/2π)2/(U0/2) expresses

the fact that the FK physics is determined by a dimensionless ratio between

the spring energy Ka2
l and the corrugation energy U0. On the other hand,

from the continuum limit with xi − iac → u(x, t), we obtain the sin-Gordon

equation:

d2u

dt2
+ sin(u)− d2u

dx2
= 0, (1.3)

where the spacial scale has been rescaled x→ x/(al
√
g). A soliton solution of

the eq. (1.3) has the form

uσ(x, t) = tan−1
(
e−σγ(v)(x−vt)) , (1.4)

where the width of the soliton γ(v) is a function of the its velocity and σ is

the topological charge of the excitation: σ = +1 for kinks and σ = −1 for

antikinks.

The sine-Gordon equation provides a good qualitative description of the

excitation but cannot account for effects due to the discreetness of the model.

A specific property arising from the discrete lattice is the Pierre-Nabarro (PN)

potential VPN(X), which describes the effective potential felt by a kink at

position X. Considering the atomic coordinates xi = k(ial − X), where k is

a function describing the shape of the soliton1, the kink center position X is

1This actually is the result in the continuum limit uσ(x, t) eq. (1.4) with the addition of
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a

b

Figure 1.3: The idea of the Pierre-Nabarro barrier: (a) the stable configuration at
lower energy and (b) the saddle configuration at higher energy.

defined by the self-consistent equation

X = − 1

al

∫
dxk′(x−X). (1.5)

The PN potential defines the energy barrier agains the kink sliding EPN.

Intuitively, it is the energy difference between the stable configuration of the

kink (solution of eq. (1.5)) and the unstable one where its center is at a saddle

point, as sketched in fig. 1.3.

For suitable spacings al and ac and in the limit of an infinite chain, ρ can

become an irrational number and the system is said to be incommensurate.

This case is particular interesting: the competition between the two inter-

actions terms (called length scale competition [12] or sometimes frustration)

gives rise to non-periodic spatially modulated structures and results in a rich

phenomenology both in static and dynamical proprieties. The ground state of

the system is composed by a sequence of local compressions or expansions of

the chain (kinks or antikinks, respectively) by means of which the chain tries

to locally match the periodic potential. The kink structures with the same

a correcting term due to the discrete lattice called adiabatic dressing of the kink.
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topological charge tend to repel each other: as a results for weak corrugation

(large g) a kink (or antikink) picked at random would be placed with essen-

tially equal probability in any position relative to the local minimum of the

PN potential.

1.1.1 The Aubry transition

In the incommensurate case, the FK model shows an interesting transition

as a function of g, namely of the ratio between the spring stiffness K and the

substrate amplitude U0: above a well defined value gc the chain can slide freely

over the substrate under the driving of an arbitrarily small force, i.e. the static

friction Fs disappears, while below this critical gc, the system shows a finite

Fs which must be overcome to start the sliding. This transition, defined as

transition by breaking of analyticity was studied in great detail by Serge Aubry

[13, 14], and it is therefore widely known as the Aubry transition.

Even though this transition is characterized by a change in dynamical re-

sponse to an external force, it is actually a structural transition for the ground

state (GS) of this model system. The configuration at rest {xi} that minimizes

the energy

∂H({xi})
∂xi

= 0 (1.6)

as a function of all the xi has obviously the property that

U0
π

al

sin

(
2π

al

xi

)
−K(xi+1 + xi−1 + 2xi) = 0. (1.7)

It can be shown that the GS configuration solution to this equation is described

by a hull function fρ(x) which is strictly increasing and step periodic, i.e.

fρ(x + 1) = 1 + fρ(x). If this function is continuos as in fig. 1.4(a), for any

value α ∈ R the ground state configuration {xi} is defined as

xi = fρ(iρ+ α), (1.8)

and the vice versa is true as well, i.e. any GS configuration is of the form
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Figure 1.4: Hull function fρ(x) describing the incommensurate ground states of the
standard Frenkel-Kontorova model below (a) and above (b) the transition, adapted
from Ref. [12]. Here we have ρ = 44/233, a good approximation to the irrational
(
√

5− 1)/2. The hull function is represented as mod 1.

eq. (1.8). This means that when the hull function is analytic the set of ground

states is continuos, and therefore free to slide, often called “sliding”: starting

from a GS configuration, one can obtain other energetically equivalent con-

figurations by varying the parameter α. In real space, one can change one

configuration into another by means of continuos displacements of the atoms;

this results in a supelubric state that can slide at no energy cost and, thus, has

a null static friction Fs = 0.

A simple explanation of this free-sliding state is that for every atom going

up the substrate landscape, there is always another atom somewhere in the

infinite chain going down, resulting in an exact energy balance [11]. The same

can be said for the PN barriers of individual kink/antikinks. Below a critical

value, which depends on the mismatch ratio, gc(ρ), the function fρ(x) is no

longer analytic, but it becomes a step-like function, as in fig. 1.4(b); this

is why this transition is called transition by breaking of analyticity. In this

non-analytic phase, the presence of forbidden configurations, inaccessible to

the system by means of a continuous displacement of the particles, is what

actually gives rise to a finite static friction.
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The physical meaning of this transition is better understood with the intro-

duction of a “disorder parameter” Ψ [15]. For the chain to slide continuously

between configurations, the atoms must occupy all the possible position of the

substrate, including occasionally the maxima: the probability of finding parti-

cles at or near the maxima vanishes at the transition. The disorder parameter

Ψ is defined as the smallest distance of atoms from the nearest maximum of

the substrate: Ψ = 0 in the superlubric state g > gc and has a finite value in

the pinned state g < gc. Near the transition, it vanishes continuously with a

power law behavior Ψ ∝ (gc − g)χ, characteristic of a second order transition

[12].

Another critical quantity characterizing the transition is the Pierre-Navarro

barrier: it is null for the analytic system g > gc and becomes finite below the

transition following a power law: EPN ∼ (g − gc)
χPN .

1.2 2D: the Novaco angle

After illustrating the 1D FK model, we want to move to its 2D extension,

which has not been studied analytically but can be characterized in detail by

means of numerical methods. The first difference we can highlight from the

1D model is the presence of a new global degree of freedom: the substrate and

atom lattices can be mutually rotated around the vertical axis. The problem

of the misalignment of 2D lattices has been known for a long time in the field

of epitaxy, namely the deposition of atomic or molecular layers on a crystalline

substrate, and investigated both experimentally [16] and by theory [17, 18].

In the case of incommensurability between the adsorbate-monolayer spac-

ing and that of the substrate, the competition between adsorbate-substrate

interaction and the adsorbate-adsorbate one results in a frustrated system: the

spacing of the adsorbate lattice is perturbed by the interaction with the sub-

strate, resulting in an incommensurate stressed structure. The ground state is

characterized by a static distortion wave (SDW) [17], a distortion of the atoms

positions from the ideal lattice spread across the whole sample. This SDW con-

verts some of the compression stress generated by the local commensuration

of the lattices to shear displacement, which visually results in a misalignment
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θ
G

τ

q

4π
3ac

4π
3al

Figure 1.5: The geometry of a triangular lattice in the reciprocal space for the
rigid substrate (solid blue circles) with spacing 4π√

3al
and for the rotated adsorbate

layer (hollow pink circles) spaced of 4π√
3ac

. The figures highlights the lattice vectors

G and τ relative to the substrate and the adsorbate, respectively. Their difference
q determines the phonon dynamics of the system and its length is an increasing
function of θ, which is depicted in the figure as well. The dotted hexagons are a
visual aid to help appreciate the rotation.

angle θ between the lattices.

We should briefly give an idea of the key mechanism behind this phe-

nomenon in the case of an infinite rigid substrate at T = 0 treated in the

harmonic approximation, valid for small values of the displacements caused by

the SDW. Figure 1.5 shows the geometry of the system. The energy shift per

atom from the ideal unrotated case is [17]:

E = −n
2

∑
l

u2
G

(G · εl(q))2

mω2
l (q)

, (1.9)

where the sum is carried on the polarizations, namely transverse (T) and

longitudinal (L), n is the number of rotationally equivalent G and q vectors,
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εl(q) are the polarization vectors, u2
G the mode amplitude and ω2

l (q) the mode

frequencies. The ω2
l (q) term tends to minimize the misalignment and, thus,

set θ at 0; this favors long-wavelength distortions related to low-frequency

phonons. However, different phonon modes have a different weight G · εl(q),

which depends on the misalignment angle θ; the transverse frequency branch

has lower frequencies than the longitudinal one but it cannot contribute for

θ = 0. Since ∂θ|q| = 0, a little misalignment allows the transition mode to

lower the energy without a relevant increase in |q| and, thus, in the ω2
L term.

As a result, there will then be a nonzero angle, leading to symmetry breaking,

at which the total energy is minimum. The energy can be written as:

E = −nu
2
G

2m

[
a2

c

c2
Lq

2
+
a2

ca
2
l

q4
sin2 θ

(
1

c2
T

− 1

c2
L

)]
, (1.10)

where cT and cL are the transverse and longitudinal sound velocities, respec-

tively, and the θ dependency is contained also in qn terms. Minimization over

θ leads to:

cos θ =
1 + ρ2(1 + 2δ)

ρ[2 + δ(1 + ρ2)]
, (1.11)

being ρ = al/ac the mismatch ratio and δ = (cL/cT)2 − 1. The optimal angle

satisfying eq. (1.11) is called Novaco-McTague angle θ
(teo)
NM . This result holds

until the transverse velocity is significantly smaller than the longitudinal one,

specifically for δ < ρ−1 [17, 19]. This misalignment combined with a static

distortion leads to a better interdigitation of the two lattices and the elastic

energy cost of moving the atoms closer is overcompensated by a gain in the

substrate interaction [19].

Even though the misalignment angle θ is usually small, its effect is greatly

amplified by the rotation of the moiré pattern. It can be shown [19, 20] that

for two lattices rotated by θ
(teo)
NM the domain pattern is rotated by an angle φ

satisfying the geometric relation

cos θ
(teo)
NM =

sin2 φ

ρ
+ cosφ

√
1− sin2 φ

ρ2
. (1.12)
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optimally rotated (θopt ¼ 7°) configurations calculated for
ρ≃ 0.83 and U0 ¼ 6.3 (parameters believed to be appro-
priate to experiments in Ref. [14]) in comparison with one
another and with the corresponding experimental structural
moiré pattern. Both the orientation and spacing of Fig. 3(c)
agree with the θopt ¼ 7° but not with the θopt ¼ 0° pattern,
proving that the misalignment was actually present in that
experiment.
The particle static displacements associated with the

optical lattice potential are also enlightening. Figure 4
shows the moiré pattern of a small portion of the monolayer
island (ρ ¼ 0.927, U0 ¼ 0.27) for θ ¼ 0° and for θopt ¼ 4°,
corresponding to a moiré angle ψ ≈ 15°. Particle displace-
ments, designated by arrows, change from longitudinal
compression dilations to mixed shear-longitudinal, vortex-
like displacements upon optimal misalignment. A large
two-dimensional bulk modulus and a weak shear rigidity of

the crystalline monolayer are crucial factors increasing the
extent of the shear distortions, therefore enhancing the
lattice misalignment.
We come to our second point, i.e., the forced sliding

of the particle monolayer over the periodic corrugation and
the associated frictional losses. The shear distortions and
the corresponding increased interdigitation at the optimal
misalignment angle θopt are expected to affect the sliding of
the particle lattice over the periodic potential. Sliding is
realized by a flow of the soliton superstructure, accom-
panied by dissipation as part of the work goes into soliton-
related time-dependent distortions of the two-dimensional
lattice. That work will change once the nature (longitudinal
to shear), orientation (0° to ψ), and periodicity (L to L0)
change with θ (0° to θopt). We determine the magnitude of
the expected friction change by simulating the overdamped
sliding dynamics of the OBC island over a range of θ
values, so as to assess the frictional effect of misalignment
near its optimal value. We applied an external driving force
Fd acting on each particle, slowly varying to and fro as a
function of time, mimicking the experimental drag force
ηvd induced by a fluid of viscosity η and slowly back and
forth time-dependent speed vd [2] (details in the
Supplemental Material [11]). Despite a nonzero torque,
generally present for all preset angles that differ from θopt
(and from zero) the misalignment angle did not have the
time to change appreciably in the course of the simulation.
Under sliding, the frictional power dissipated per particle
was calculated as [3]

pfric¼Fd ·hvcmi−ηjhvcmij2¼ðη=NpÞΣihjvi−vcmj2i; ð3Þ

where vcm is the center-of-mass velocity, vi is the velocity
of particle i, and brackets denote steady-state averages.
Because of the confining envelope potential, the lattice
spacing ac, close to constant in the central part, increases
toward the periphery, where colloids also tend to be pinned
by the corrugation. To address properties of mobile colloids

FIG. 2 (color online). Relative static energy of structure-
optimized colloid islands (OBC) as a function of the trial rotation
angle θ. (a) Total energy per particle Etot. (b) Periodic-potential
(corrugation) contribution W to Etot. (c) Interparticle interaction
contribution Upp to Etot. Curves correspond to increasing corru-
gation amplitudeU0 ¼ 0.18–0.54. Energies are measured relative
to that of the colloidal monolayer at rest and at U0 ¼ 0. Dashed
line: ideal NM angle [Eq. (1)] θNM ≈ 2.6°.

FIG. 3 (color online). Equilibrium configurations obtained for
ρ≃ 0.83 and U0 ¼ 6.3. (a) Unrotated θ ¼ 0° and (b) optimally
rotated θopt ¼ 7°. Dark (light) colloids enjoy best (worse) W.
Only the central part of the island, optimized in OBC, is shown.
(c) Experimental geometry for the same ρ, adapted from Ref. [14],
where both the moiré angles and spacing compare directly with
(b) rather than (a).

PRL 114, 108302 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

13 MARCH 2015

108302-3

Figure 1.6: Equilibrium configurations at different global angle of a system with
mismatch ρ ≈ 0.83 and in the presence of a relatively strong substrate potential(a)

Unrotated θ = 0◦ and (b) optimally rotated θ = θ
(teo)
NM . The colloids are colored

according to their position in the corrugation: dark (light) colloids enjoy the best
(worse) substrate potential W3(x, y). (c) Experimental geometry for the same ρ,
adapted from Ref. [21], where the moiré angles are best described by (b) rather
than (a). Adapted from Ref.[19].

This effect is illustrated in fig. 1.6. We will see that the local misalignment

angle describes the superlubric phase above the Aubry transition in 2D, while

below the transition in the pinned state, when the coupling with the substrate

potential increases, the colloids locally align with substrate potential, as de-

picted in fig. 1.6. This alignment is only local: even above the transition, the

energetically favorable configuration is the one keeping a global misalignment

between the lattices.

1.3 Experiments with colloids

In recent years, many experiments have explored 2D extensions of the FK

model and incommensurate systems with a ground state described by the

Novaco-McTague theory [22, 23]. We will focus on a recent experiment with

a pioneer technique developed at the Stuttgart University by C. Bechinger’s

group [1, 2, 3].

In this experimental setup [3], the atoms of the FK model are replaced by

negatively charged polystyrene spheres with radius R = 1.95µm suspended

in an aqueous solvent within a sample holder. The interplay of gravitational
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a) b)

c) d)

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1.7: The experimental setup: (a) schematic representation of the colloidal
lattice and the laser-generated substrate and (b) an actual snapshot of the setup
(courtesy of T. Brazda). (c) The trajectories of the diffusion of sparse colloids with
no substrate potential and driving forces. Green and red dots mark the starting and
ending points of each diffusion trajectory.

forces and a vertically incident laser beam, which exerts an additional light

pressure, ensures that the system really is two-dimensional. The interference

pattern of 3 splitted and recombined laser beams produces an almost defect-

free substrate potential which interacts with the charged spheres by means

of optical gradient forces, see fig. 1.7(a,b). The tuning of the incident light

intensity allows one to change the amplitude U0 of the substrate. The angle of

incidence of the interfering laser beams is used to control the substrate lattice

spacing al, thus setting the precise incommensurate conditions, namely the ρ

value. To probe the dynamics of the system, the entire sample holder is shifted

along a symmetry axis of the substrate potential by a piezoelectric motor with

given velocity v and, as a result, each colloid feels a Stokes force F = mγeffv,
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proportional to the sample velocity through an effective viscosity mγeff .

The key innovative feature of this experimental setup is that by means of a

microscopy and a CCD camera it is possible to actually see the colloids inside

a central region of the sample and follow the trajectory of each one of them

in time, as shown in fig. 1.7(c). This allows the experimentalist to achieve a

single-particle resolution of the precise mechanisms governing the dynamics of

the system, a possibility which is usually reserved to computer simulations.

This remarkable technique allowed the Stuttgart group to observe the for-

mation of kinks and antikinks in the system and observe their motion in real-

time, as depicted in fig. 1.8. Aubry-type signatures have been recently observed

experimentally in a mono-dimensional finite chain of cold ions trapped in an

optical lattice [24]. The goal of the Stuttgart group is to observe for the first

time the Aubry transition in a system which is fully 2-dimensional and close

to the thermodynamic limit2.

We have worked closely with this experimental group providing estimations

of physical quantities not directly accessible to the experimental setup and

validating their results with simulation parameters chosen as close as possible

to those of the real system. The present thesis reports the results of these

simulations.

2Each experiment is composed of thousands of colloids and the ones within the field of
view of the camera are between 2000 and 4000.
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Figure 3 | Kink propagation through a colloidal monolayer. a, Propagating compression zone (dark green) on a commensurate substrate for F= 40 fN. The
time interval between the snapshots is 13 s. b, x component of particle trajectories marked in a (orange dots). Each particle is displaced by one lattice site
(dashed lines) to the right during passage of the compression zone. c, Sketch of a kink in a particle chain on a one-dimensional substrate potential. A kink
forms when two particles in the same potential well lead to a local compression in the particle chain. The mobility of kinks is larger than that of a single
particle because the energy barrier required for kink motion is smaller than the substrate amplitude. Therefore, mass transport through kinks provides an
effective mechanism for the motion of the chain in the direction of F. d, Sketch of an antikink, which corresponds to a local expansion in the particle chain.
Antikinks move in the direction opposite to that of F.

Table 1 |Comparison of calculated and measured velocities of colloidal monolayers.

Commensurate (a= s= 5.7µm)

F (fN) nkink vkink (µms�1) vkinknkink/N (µms�1) v (µms�1)

120 4.2±0.4 29.2± 1.4 1.75±0.19 1.76
145 4.2±0.4 37.5±2.3 2.24±0.26 2.2
195 4.2±0.4 48.0±3.8 2.87±0.36 3.1

Incommensurate (a> s= 5.2µm)

F (fN) nantikink vantikink (µms�1) vantikinknantikink/N�1 (µms�1) v (µms�1)

120 8.5± 1.2 15.8±0.8 1.92±0.28 1.84
145 8.5± 1.2 17.6± 1.0 2.14±0.33 2.25
195 8.5± 1.2 28.3±2.1 3.43±0.55 3.1

Mean velocity of a colloidal monolayer according to equation (1) calculated from the number and velocity of kinks and antikinks for commensurate and incommensurate conditions. The values compare
well with the corresponding experimentally determined values.

th ⇡ Ls/vkink where vkink is the kink velocity. This leads to vkink ⇡ Lv

h

with v
h

= s/t
h

. From Fig. 3b we determined v
h

⇡ 0.42 µms�1, which
yields vkink = 3.36–3.78 µms�1, in good agreement with Fig. 3a. In
commensurate conditions, the creation of kinks sets in immediately
when F exceeds the static friction force.When F is further increased,
the number of kinks first increases and eventually saturates, after the
monolayer has completely depinned from the substrate. Assuming
that particles aremobile only inside kinks and pinned otherwise, the
meanparticle velocity of a driven one-dimensional particle chain is

v = vkinknkink/N (1)

where nkink and N correspond to the number of kinks and the total
number of particles, respectively. We have tested this relation for
commensurate conditions in the range F = 120, 145 and 195 fN
(inset in Fig. 1b). At these values, the kinks extend in the y direction

over the entire field of view and equation (1) should apply. Indeed,
the mean velocity of the monolayer calculated from equation (1)
is within our experimental errors in good agreement with the
measurement of v taken from Fig. 1b.

The Frenkel–Kontorova model also predicts the occurrence of
antikinks, which correspond to local expansions of the particle
lattice (Fig. 3d). In contrast to kinks, antikinks move in the
direction opposite to that of F . Although in commensurate, one-
dimensional Frenkel–Kontorova models kinks and antikinks form
pairwise, only a few antikinks were found in our experiments
under commensurate conditions.We attribute this to a small lattice
distortion of the colloidal monolayer in presence of a driving force.
Antikinks are easily observed under incommensurate conditions
for a> s (Fig. 2g–l; see also Supplementary Movie S4). Here, they
coincide with the local lattice expansions at domain walls, which
already form for F = 0. As no energy for antikink formation
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Figure 1.8: Propagation of a kink on a substrate commensurate to the colloid
lattice, adapted from the Stuttgart experiment [1]. The dark-green zones mark a
compression zone, with higher density: the soliton excitation spreads over multiple
colloids. A force F = 40 fN along the x axis is applied to each colloid; the time
interval between the snapshots is 13 s.
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2
The Model

We describe each colloid as a point-like object immersed in a liquid. This

solvent is treated implicitly with the Langevin approach. Accordingly, our

model describes only the translational degrees of freedom of the center of mass

of each colloid. The equation of motion of the jth colloid is:

mr̈j(t) = −mγṙj(t) + ηT (t)−∇rj(Upp + Uext) + F x̂. (2.1)

In addition to regular conservative terms, which we discuss below, this equation

includes two terms extraneous to the standard Newton equation for the motion

of particles in vacuum. The term −mγṙj(t) is the damping term accounting

for the viscous dissipation of energy into the solvent. This damping prevents

the system from gaining unlimited kinetic energy under a driving force. The

term ηT (t) is a random variable with a Gaussian distribution which represents

the random scattering of the colloid with the implicit solvent particles. Under

17
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the assumptions that this scattering occurs on timescales much shorter than

the ones we want to study, that the random kicks are uncorrelated, and that

they generate a canonical thermal bath at temperature T , this random force

satisfies:

〈ηT (t)〉 = 0

〈ηT (t) · ηT(t′)〉 = 2γTδ(t− t′)

Let us now come to conservative terms. The term F x̂ describes the con-

stant external force of magnitude F directed along the x axis, which both in

experiments and simulations, is introduced to probe the frictional response of

the system of colloids.

Considering a system of Np colloids, the term Upp = 1/2

∑Np

i,j V (|ri − rj|)
is the 2-body potential describing the interaction between the colloids. The V

function describes the screened Coulomb interaction energy between 2 colloids

as a Yukawa potential:

V (r) =
Q

r
e−r/λ. (2.2)

The Yukawa potential for a few values of the screening length λ is reported in

fig. 2.1. In the experiments, typical distances between colloids are of the order

of ac ' 5.5 ÷ 7µm, while the screening length λ ' 0.18 ÷ 0.30µm is much

shorter. Because of the screening length being so small and the potential

so asymmetric, we can ignore the contact interactions: being the radius of

experimental colloids R = 1.95µm, the energy cost needed for two colloids to

touch (r ≤ R) is inaccessible to the system. As an example, fixing realistic

equilibrium distance ac = 6µm, λ = 0.20µm and Q = 1× 1016 zJµm, we

have that the repulsive energy of two colloids at the equilibrium separation is

V (ac) = 3.5 zJ while the energy at the contact point is V (2R) = 6× 106 zJ,

over 6 orders of magnitude higher. Moreover, the Yukawa potential decays so

rapidly that we can neglect its effect beyond a certain distance. We fix this

cutoff distanced to rcut = Cλ with C = 100, as was done in Ref. [25] and fully

tested in Ref. [26]. As an example, in the same system defined above, the
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Figure 2.1: The repulsive interaction potential of the colloids as function of the
inverse of the screening length k = 1/λ, with fixed Q = 1. The solid purple line
relative to k = 0, represents the long-range pure Coulomb interaction which is the
unscreened limit λ→∞; the other curves are Yukawa potentials for increasing k.

energy at rcut = 20µm is V (rcut) = 7× 10−35 zJ, entirely negligible.

The radius of the colloids fixes also the mass in eq. (2.1): we assume that

the colloids density is close the the one of water dwater = 1000 kg/m3, and,

thus, we obtain m = 4/3πR3dwater = 3.105× 10−14 kg = 31.06 fkg.

The term Uext = U0

∑N
i Wn(ri) is the 1-body external potential represent-

ing the substrate corrugation. Since the experimental corrugation is created

by the interference of n laser beams, we define our potential as:

Wn(r) =
1

n2

∣∣∣∣∣
n−1∑
l=0

eikl·r

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (2.3)

where n is the order of symmetry and can generate periodic structures (n =

2, 3, 4, 6) or quasi-periodic ones (n = 5, 7) [4, 1, 2]. The 2D wave vectors needed
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Figure 2.2: The potential W3 described in eq. (2.5). The black lines are isolines:
the one at W3 = −1/90 surrounds the maxima, the one W3 = −1/9 goes through the
saddle points and separates the hexagonal regions of positive curvature surrounding
the minima from the triangular regions with negative curvature surrounding the
maxima.

to create the proper ordered structure are:

kl =
cnπ

al

(
cos
(

2πl
n

+ αn
)

sin
(

2πl
n

+ αn
) ) . (2.4)

The constants cn are used to ensure that the corrugation periodicity is al and

αn to align the pattern to the x axis.

In our system we use a n =3-fold symmetry to obtain a triangular lattice,
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Figure 2.3: One-dimensional paths in the 2D potential-energy landscape. The
solid purple line is the path along the x axis at y = 0 which goes through the lowest
possible barrier (where the triangles meet in fig. 2.2). The dashed green line is an
orthogonal path along the y axis with x = 0 which goes through a minimum and
maximum, a saddle point, a second maximum and reaches another minima after
total displacement ∆y =

√
3al. The dotted blue line is the saddle point energy

W3(al/2, 0) = −1/9. The arrows mark the points of maximum slope along the
x-directed path, those points defining F1s, eq. (2.7).

so cn = c3 = 4/3 and αn = α3 = 0. Substituting eq. (2.4) in eq. (2.3) with the

proper numerical constants and carrying out the simplifications, we find:

W3(r) = −1

9

[
3 + 4 cos

(
2π√
3al

ry

)
cos

(
2π

al

rx

)
+ 2 cos

(
4π√
3al

ry

)]
. (2.5)

Figure 2.2 reports a landscape of this potential. From this plot it is clear that

there are paths along precise directions, under driving, which are energetically

more convenient for the colloids to follow, because they avoid the maxima and

go through the saddle points, which correspond to the lowest possible barrier

hindering jumps from a well to the next one. If we fix ry = 0 and move along

the x direction, we follow one of these paths. In this case the potential is the

solid red line plotted in fig. 2.3, namely:

W3(x, 0) = −1

9

[
5 + 4 cos

(
2π

al

rx

)]
. (2.6)
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Thus, the barrier, i.e. is the difference in energy of the saddle point from the

bottom of the well, along this path is 8/9U0. At T = 0 we can define the static

friction of a single colloid trapped in this potential as the minimum lateral

force necessary to overcome the lowest barrier, which lies on the path along x̂

[4]. To find this force we simply look for a maximum in the steepness of the

potential, namely, its derivative:

F1s = U0 max
x

[∂xW3(x, 0)] =
8π

9al

U0 sin

(
2π

al

x

)∣∣∣∣
x=al/4

=
8πU0

9al

. (2.7)

We will use this elementary barrier as a reference force for comparison when

we study the depinning of entire monolayers in different conditions.

It is worth noting that, at least at T = 0 and like in the 1D FK model,

the Aubry transition we want to investigate is a function of the ratio between

the typical pair potential energy and the substrate potential energy. As a

result, we can fix one of these quantities and vary the other one to explore

the transition. In this work we keep the 2-body potential energy, namely the

Yukawa potential parameters Q and λ, fixed, and vary the substrate potential

amplitude U0. We checked that rescaling the repulsive potential between the

colloids has the only effect to modify multiplicatively the entire dependence of

the dynamical properties on the corrugation amplitude U0.

Practically, in our code, which is written in Fortran90, the coupled set

of 3N second-order differential equations is solved by means of an adaptive

fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method if T = 0. When the temperature

is finite, so that random fluctuating terms ηT are present, a fixed-time-step-6-

order Runge-Kutta algorithm is used.

To favor clear quantitative comparisons with experiment, we adopt a sys-

tem of units based on the SI but close to the typical experimental scales.

Table 2.1 reports the adopted units.
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Physical quantity Units
length µm=10−6 m
mass fkg=10−15 kg

energy zJ=10−21 J
time ms=10−3 s
force fN

velocity mm/s
mobility s/mg

damping rate ms−1

Table 2.1: The units used in this work. Length, mass and energy are fixed
as fundamental quantities, the derived quantities are measured in suitably derived
units.

2.1 Langevin over-damped dynamics

In certain cases the Langevin equations eq. (2.1) can be simplified, namely

when the system is in a strongly overdamped regime. To illustrate this point,

consider a free particle moving inside a hypothetical solvent at T = 0 and with

no force applied:

mv̇ = −γmv. (2.8)

The simple solution to this equation is:

v(t) = v0e
−γt. (2.9)

It means that after a time t = γ−1 the system begins to lose a large fraction

of the information contained in its initial condition, and its kinetic energy has

been largely dissipated into the solvent bath. In situations where the γ term

dominates by far over the inertial term, and to the extent that one is not

interested in phenomena occurring at a short time scale τ . γ−1, one could

drop the inertial term in the equation of motion. In these conditions one is

reduced to Aristotelian motion, where the velocity is ultimately proportional

to the applied force, with a proportionality factor (mγ)−1.

In less ideal conditions than eq. (2.8), the forces generated by potentials
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Figure 2.4: The trajectory for a few values of γ of a single colloid with initial
velocity vx = 0.01 mm/s at the bottom of a well of the 1D potential defined in
eq. (2.6) of amplitude U0 = 30 zJ and spacing al = 5µm. For γ = 0 (purple solid
line) the system conserves energy and keeps swinging inside the well. As γ increases
the motion evolves from an underdamped regime (e.g. γ = 0.5 ms−1, green dashed
line) to an over-damped regime, with γ = 3 ms−1, orange dot-dashed line.

introduce their own characteristic time scales ω−1. If γ−1 � ω−1, and we are

uninterested in resolving dynamical phenomena at the shortest relaxation scale

γ−1, then we may wish to go for an intermediate time step γ−1 < ∆t . ω−1.

Then between successive iterations of the integrating algorithm, the kinetic

energy is dissipated and the inertial term in eq. (2.1) plays a negligible role. In

this case one can reduce the problem eq. (2.8) to a first order equation, saving

50% of memory storage and adopting a substantially larger time step. What

we do in practice, is rather to stick to the regular second-order equation, with

a large enough damping rate γ that it makes all the oscillatory modes of the

colloidal system overdamped, as in the γ = 3 curve in fig. 2.4. If we went for

the first-order approach, there would have been no limit on how large γ is.

However as we wish to stick to the 2nd order equation, a very large γ would

require an extra-small time step ∆t ≈ γ−1.

The realistic damping rate for colloids moving at velocity v si given by the

Stokes formula Fd = 6πmγRv and thus γ = Fd/(6πmR) = 5.14× 103 ms−1.
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Due to the vicinity of a static boundary, i.e. the bottom of the sample

holder, this value must be corrected by a factor ζ = 4/3 [27], leading to

γ = 6.85× 103 ms−1. This value is far too large for an effective integration

of the eq. (2.8) for any significant time scale. To overcome this difficulty,

we have chosen a γ = 3.43 ms−1, namely 2000 times smaller than the actual

damping rate relevant to the experiments. As consequence of this much less

viscous fluid, fluctuations are much faster in simulation. In the end, we adopt

a tilmestep ∆t = 0.034γ−1 = 0.01 ms.

From the point of view of local fluctuations and transportation, effectively,

time flows 2000 times faster in our model than in experiments. This means

that when comparing simulated results and experimental ones, all the quanti-

ties involving time, e.g. mobilities, must be rescaled accordingly. On the other

hand, one should be careful to jump to the conclusion that time is purely accel-

erated by a factor 2000, since global slow transition phenomena may actually

take a simulation time more similar to the real one, due to effects like strong

correlations and steric hinderance.
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3
Implementation

In this chapter we will go through a number of technical details regarding

the simulations and we will introduce several definitions that are necessary to

understand the results presented afterwards.

3.1 Periodic boundary conditions

The number of colloids of a real system is much larger than what can be

treated with molecular-dynamics simulations. However, simulating a small,

finite-size sample, could introduce unexpected and unwanted effects due to

the boundaries. To mitigate this problem, we use periodic boundary conditions

(PBCs): the simulated system is enclosed in an appropriate supercell, which

is repeated infinite times periodically throughout space. This means that each

colloid inside the original cell, actually represents an infinite set of colloids:

27
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for each element at position r, there are images of it, shifted rigidly at posi-

tions r
′

= r +
∑D

i=1

∑
ni∈Z Cini, where D is the dimensionality of the system

and Ci is the set of primitive vectors of the supercell. Each colloid in the

box is interacting with every other colloid in the box and with their images

across the boundary condition. This interactions between the colloids and the

replicas are calculated by means of the minimum image algorithm. To avoid

to compute useless and unphysical self-interactions between a colloid and its

infinite images, it is necessary to use a supercell large enough to ensure that

these self interactions are negligible, i.e. they are outside the cutoff radius rcut

defined in chapter 2. Applying PBC to the system implies that the number of

colloids is infinite but its density is fixed by the ratio d = Np/Asc, where Np is

the number of simulated particles, and Asc the area of the supercell.

3.1.1 Rotated supercells

In the simple case, the supercell is defined by the colloidal lattice symmetry

and spacing. For a 2D triangular lattice, the length of the cell side can be

taken as an integer multiple L of the lattice spacing ac:

C1 = Lac

(
1

0

)
(3.1)

C2 = Lac

(
1/2√
3/2

)
. (3.2)

It is nontrivial but possible to define supercells suitable for systems composed

by different lattices, in our case the one of the colloids and the one of the

substrate potential [28, 19]. This means that the PBC must be compatible

with both lattice spacings, possibly in the presence of a misalignment angle.

In Appendix A we find the solution for this problem in a slightly more general

case 1 but here we are interested in the case of two triangular lattices, which

1One can imagine an even more general case where there are more than 2 lattices with
different symmetries but this goes beyond the needs of this work.
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is invariant under rotation of Ω = π/3 described by the matrix

R
π/3

=

(
1
2
−
√

3
2√

3
2

1
2

)
. (3.3)

Let the colloid and corrugation lattices be spaced by ac and al and described

by the versors âi and b̂i, respectively. Being the mismatch ratio ρ = al/ac and

θ the misalignment angle between the substrate corrugation and the colloid

lattices, we have can relate them to four integer numbers:

Np = m2
1 +m2

2 +m1m2 (3.4)

b̂1 = R
θ
· â1 =

(
cos θ

sin θ

)
=

ρ

2Np

(
2m1n1 + 2m2n2 +m1n2 +m2n1√

3(m1n2 −m2n1)

)
(3.5)

=
ρ

2Np

(
S√
3B

)
,

being S and B shorthands for the long expressions appearing in the versor of

eq. (3.5). From the condition
∥∥∥b̂1

∥∥∥ = 1 we find:

ρ =
Np√

S2 + 3B2
(3.6)

θ = arccos
s√

S2 + 3B2
(3.7)

C1 = al(n1â1 + n2â2) (3.8)

C2 = −aln1â1 + al(n1 + n2)â2. (3.9)

In order to obtain a system with the desired ρ and θ, we swipe through all

possible integers ni and mi (within a reasonable range) and select the supercells

which happen to have mismatch ρ and misalignment angle θ close enough to

the desired values. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this supercell compatible

with two lattices: the lattice of the colloids and that of potential minima are

represented as points of different colors.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a supercell compatible with mutually tilted perfect lattices
of colloids (dark-blue) and of potential minima (gray). The lattice spacing of the
colloids is ac = 1.7; the one of substrate potential is al = 1.792; this leads to a
mismatch ratio ρ = 1.05, namely an overdense case. The two lattices are mutually
rotated by an angle θ = 1.8◦. The four integers describing the supercell are n1 = 29,
n2 = 26, m1 = 29 and m2 = 29 They are associated to the substrate lattice and to
the colloid one, respectively. The supercell vectors are C1 ' (75.3, 40.3) C2 '
(2.7, 85.3).

3.1.2 Supercells for the experimental data

Defects play a crucial role in defining both static and dynamical proprieties of

the system. Even when their energy cost is modest, it can be extremely difficult

to create or destroy any of them in reasonable simulation times starting from

a perfect lattice at room temperature, due to high energy barriers. To ensure
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Figure 3.2: The geometry of the supercell used with experimental snapshots.
Points separated by

√
3/2 on the y direction are not geometrically equivalent. To

find two equivalent points, the least distance one can take is 2 times this length, like
in the two green points in the figure.

that our simulations at room temperature have a defect level close to what is

observed in the experiments and make quantitative comparisons feasible, we

will also use experimental snapshots as a starting point.

Even if we work in PBC while the experiment is an open system, the small

fluctuation in density allow us to adopt the experimental configuration in our

fixed-density simulation and obtain similar results. Since the experimental

snapshot is just the image of a small part of a bigger, open system, which

is not compatible with any periodic boundary condition, we need to define a

protocol to adapt this starting configuration to our simulation technique. The

starting configuration we want to obtain must be compatible with the corru-

gation potential W3 defined in eq. (2.5), which has the symmetry of a perfect

triangular lattice of spacing al both along x and y; the supercell must be ex-

actly compatible with this periodicity. Moreover, the defect-rich colloid lattice

of the experiment must conserve its original density, as closely as possible.

Since the field of view of the experimental set is rectangular, we use a

supercell which has this symmetry, in order to preserve as many experimental
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colloids as possible. As can be seen in fig. 3.2, a rectangular supercell for a

triangular lattice has a periodicity on the vertical axis which is 2 times the y

component of the second primitive vector, namely:

C1 = Lxal

(
1

0

)
C2 = Lyal

(
0√
3

)
, (3.10)

where Lx and Ly are suitable primitive integers.

We then adopt a rectangular supercell suitable for the imposed corruga-

tion potential and, at the same time, compatible with the experimental frame:

knowing the maximum and minimum position of the colloids, the supercell

must be close to these values, but should leave a little space between the

colloids across the periodic boundaries. Imposing PBC on the experimental

frame, leaves many particles very close to each-other’s images in the neighbor-

ing cells: this is an artifact of the procedure and creates non-physical stress

across this boundaries. To overcome this problem, we start by calculating

the distances between all the atoms across the PBC and, selected those pairs

at a distance under the set threshold rdel = 0.25ac (being ac the mean dis-

tance of the colloids), we delete one of them. This also helps to obtain a

density d = Np/Asc which is close to experimental one. The adopted supercell

is defined by the vectors C1 = ( 392µm, 0 ) and C2 = ( 0, 290.9845µm )

obtained with Lx = 70 and Ly = 30. It contains 2977 colloids, while the origi-

nal cell containing all 3029 experimental colloids was captured in a rectangular

visual window identified by C1 = ( 392µm, 0 ) and C2 = ( 0, 294.4µm ).

Considering that the density is the inverse of the area occupied per colloid

and that each rectangular non-primitive cell of side ( ac, 0 ) , ( 0,
√

3ac )

contains 2 colloids, we obtain:

Arc =
√

3a2
c = 2Acoll, (3.11)

d =
Np

Asc

=
Np

NpAcoll

=
1
√

3a2c
2

, (3.12)

ac =

√
2√
3d
, (3.13)
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Figure 3.3: Displacement of the colloids (red arrows) between the original unre-
laxed experimental snapshot (black points) and the relaxed, PBC-compatible final
configuration (blue points).

where Arc in eq. (3.11) is the area of the rectangular, non primitive cell. As

a result, if the colloids of the original experimental cell were arranged in a

perfect lattice, the spacing would have been a
(exp)
c = 6.6328µm, while in our

simulation supercell is a
(simul)
c = 6.6515µm, that corresponds to a relative

difference of less than 0.3%.

We then proceed to let the system relax and dissipate the residual stress into

the Langevin thermal bath of the simulation, tuning the substrate potential

amplitude as we need. In order to prevent the colloids near the boundaries with

high repulsive potential energy from destroying the crystal, we let the system

relax through multiple MD runs of short duration, resetting the kinetic energy

to 0 between each of them. The time step is set to be at least 3 orders of

magnitudes smaller than the total time of the simulation, in order to avoid

failures in the Runge-Kutta integration algorithm.

We have found that N ≈ 100 runs of total time ranging from 1× 10−4 ms

to 0.1 ms followed by a thermal run of 100 ms effectively dissipate the stress
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Figure 3.4: Energetics of the system during the relaxation process: (a) potential
energy, (b) the temperature. Time and potential energy are plotted in logarithmic
scale to better appreciate the first, short simulations.

while preserving the crystal structure and defects of the system. The precious

defects are almost unchanged in the bulk far away from the PBC while minor

rearrangements can be found at the boundaries (where of course novel defects

arise), as shown in fig. 3.3. The energetics during the relaxation of an experi-

mental snapshot is reported in fig. 3.4: the average pair interaction potential

energy per colloid decreases from a value of approximately 100 zJ to the order

of unity, which is compatible with the average interaction energy of a perfect

lattice for the potential parameters we are using; the temperature, propor-

tional to the kinetic energy via the equipartition theorem, tends to rise rapidly

during the first simulations, but is reset to zero at the end of each, while during

the last simulation, it correctly reaches the value of 4.15 zJ = 300 K.
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3.2 Optimization of the pair potential param-

eters

A fundamental task is to define suitable parameters for the pair interaction

potential of the model; since we want to carry out quantitative comparisons

with the experimental data, the interaction potential should be as close as pos-

sible to the real one. However, from the experimental condition we just know

that the charged colloids interact with a screened Coulomb potential (Yukawa

potential) defined in Chapter 2, but the values of the potential strength Q and

of the screening length λ are not directly measurable. In order to estimate

their values, we define a protocol based on the pair correlation function of the

system. Before explaining this protocol, we should introduce its ingredients:

the g(r1, r2) function, the concept of the simplex and the definition of the

rigidity of the system, which will be used in the following.

The pair correlation function, or radial distribution function, g(r1, r2) of

a system of Np particles in a volume V (in our case an area A) is defined as

follows:

g(r1, r2) =
p(2)(r1, r2)

p(1)(r1) · p(1)(r2)
. (3.14)

That is, the 2-particle joint probability density of finding a particle at r1 and

another at r2 normalized by the single-particle probability densities evaluated

at the same positions. For a translationally invariant situation g(r1, r2) =

g(r1−r2). If the system is also invariant for rotations, like a fluid, g(r1−r2) =

g(|r1− r2|) = g(r). In the case of the ideal gas, the joint probability factorizes

into the single particles ones and so g(r) = 1 ∀r.
Figure 3.5 illustrates a simple example of a g(r): the first peak represents

the increase in probability in correspondence of the distance between nearest

neighbors, the second peak accounts from the second neighbors, and so on. The

width of these peaks is related to the rigidity of the system, temperature and

disorder. If we considered a perfect crystal at T = 0, each peak would become

a Dirac δ, because the particles would not move under thermal fluctuations and

all particle pairs would give the same contribution at the same geometrically
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r

r

g(r)

dr

Figure 3.5: Meaning of the pair correlation function. The graphics depicts the
contribution to g(r) of the first and second neighbors only of the red particle at the
center.

equivalent distances. In our system, because of the repulsive potential, the

ground state of a free system would be the one with the particles as far as

possible, i.e. an infinite diluted gas. Confinement in a finite space2 forces the

colloids to arrange themselves in a periodic structure with nearest neighbors

at relatively constant distance of the order of ac.

To characterize the interparticle potential we can define the rigidity of the

system as follows. In the linear approximation for the elastic response of the

system, each particle feels a recalling force proportional to its displacement

and to the constant κ = ∂2V (r)

∂r2
. For our Yukawa potential defined in eq. (2.2)

we find :

κ =
∂2V (r)

∂r2

∣∣∣∣
req

= Qe−
r
λ

(
2

r3
+

2

r2λ
+

1

rλ

)∣∣∣∣
req

. (3.15)

At equilibrium, potential and thermal energy are equal: 1
2
k〈x2〉 = 1

2
kBT ; the

broadening of the peaks is given by the maximum displacement due to thermal

excitations a colloid can undergo before the recalling force −kx resulting from

2In our case, in the periodic simulation supercell.
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Initial simplex
Minimum

Algorithm iterations

Figure 3.6: The idea of the Nelder-Mead algorithm: two steps of the minimization
of Himmelblau’s function: f(x, y) = (x2 + y + 11)2 + (x+ y2 − 7)2.

the Yukawa potential pushes it back at its equilibrium position. As a result,

while the density of the system defines the position of the peaks, the width is

determined by the interplay of Q and λ which both affect the rigidity κ.

To adopt the parameter Q and λ we need to go through a minimization. For

this, we adopt the Nelder-Mead method [29], which is an heuristic minimum

search method that does not rely on gradients. We use this method to explore

the parameters space in search of the optimum values, instead of manually

tune Q and λ. This method is based on the concept of the simplex, which is

a generalization of the triangle to D dimensions. The idea is that given the

D+1 points which form the starting simplex and a function f(x) to minimize,

the algorithm calculates the function at these points {f(x1), f(x2) · · · f(xD+1)}
and then replaces the worst (highest) one by means of a reflection, an expan-

sion or a contraction of the simplex along the direction of the best vertex, or

the shrinking of the simplex around the minimum point. Figure 3.6 sketches

how the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm works. The Nelder-Mead method is

implemented in the SciPy python module [30].

The final ingredient for our task is an appropriate error function to min-

imize, i.e. one which can tell a good set of parameters apart from a bad
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one. The function we adopt for this purpose is the squared distance between

experimental and simulated g(r):

χ2 =
1

W

∫ ∞
0

|gexp(r)− gsimul(r)|2w(r)dr (3.16)

=
1

W

rmax∑
ri=0

|gexp(ri)− gsimul(ri)|2w(ri)δri, (3.17)

where w(r) = 1
r2

is used to increase the weight of the first peaks, both because

the potential is short-ranged and both experiment and simulation system do

not provide data to evaluate g(r) reliably at long distances, and W =
rmax∑
ri=0

w(ri)

is the normalization constant. In this work we adopt a discretization δr =

0.05µm and rmax = 147µm, which define the set of ri. Since a small variation

of λ results in a great variation in energy whereas the energy scales linearly

with Q, we prefer to carry out the minimization of χ2 as a function of logQ

and λ.

To obtain the optimal potential amplitude and range we use the following

protocol. We evaluate a smooth g(r) for the experimental system by averaging

the function over all the successive nexp = 600 configurations recorded in a

static experiment without substrate potential. The available data are therefore

a discrete set of pairwise distances between colloids: we evaluate the g(r)

simply as an histogram of the particle-particle distances rij. The experimental

system is contained in a finite box: to avoid systematic errors in evaluating the

histogram we have to define a smaller box when calculating the pair correlation

function. We select a smaller square box whose side is 1
4

of the smallest side

of the cell: the particles inside this box are taken as those cycled by i, and all,

including the ones outside the smaller box, are cycled as particles j to evaluate

the distances rij and obtain the distribution. This reference function gexp(ri)

is computed once for all at the beginning. Basically the rest of the calculation

is a fit of gexp(r), where the parameters λ and logQ defining the simulated

system are tuned repeatedly.

We have repeated this fitting procedure for 3 different experimental datasets

whose gexp(r)’s as reported in fig. 3.7. In order to choose a sensible initial set
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Figure 3.7: The 3 curves report the first peaks of g(r) in the 3 datasets analyzed.
The first peak is the most important part of the function because it is the one
most strongly affected by the short-range colloid-colloid potential. Apart from the
different position of the peaks, signaling a slightly different density in each system,
it is important to note that the shape of the peaks is also different: the dot-dashed
purple curve relative to ac = 6.59µm is broader than the solid green one, for ac =
6.66µm; this will lead to some amount of discrepancy in the resulting rigidity of the
two systems.

of potential parameters Q0 and λ0 to start the minimization with, we carry

out some preliminary mono-dimensional minimization over Q at fixed λ and

pick up the pair (Qbest(λ), λ). Each iteration of the algorithm calls, on every

newfound vertex, the function we want to minimize, which is composed of the

following steps:

• run a long simulation with the current parameter values in order to first

relax the system and then generate a good sampling of the successive

equilibrium configurations;3

• compute gsimul(r) for these resulting configurations;

• compare this pair correlation function with the reference gexp(r) and

3The simulations are carried out without substrate potential U0 = 0 in the supercell
defined by C1 =

(
392, 0

)
and C2 =

(
0, 294.4

)
. The starting configuration is created

from an experimental snapshot with the protocol defined in section 3.1.2.
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ac [µm] Np Q [zJµm] λ [µm] κ [zJ/µm2] E
(ideal)
int [zJ]

7.17 2588 4.06× 1011 0.293 16.6 6.31
6.66 3003 6.86× 1014 0.207 26.1 5.04
6.59 3065 1.21× 1016 0.184 16.2 2.51
6.59 3065 1.19× 1015 0,198 17.3 3.08

Table 3.1: The optimized values of Q and λ for the 3 experimental datasets
analyzed. Np is the mean number of particles in experiments. κ is the rigid-

ity of the system obtained from Q and λ according to eq. (3.15). E
(ideal)
int is

the potential energy for an ideal lattice considering only the nearest neighbors:

Epp = 1
2

∑
i 6=j Vij(|ri − rj|) ≈ Np

2 6V (ac) = NpE
(ideal)
int .

return the value of the resulting χ2, eq. (3.17).

It is then clear that each function evaluation involves a MD simulation, which

can take several hours, plus a calculation of the g(r) of the system, which scales

as N2 within each frame saved from the simulation and can need significant

time to compute as well. For this reason, there is a tradeoff between the length

of the simulation (i.e. the number of saved frames, which increases the accuracy

of the sampled gsimul(r)) and the time one can wait for the optimization to

converge. In practice, the total simulation time 100 ms (i.e. 2000 s of real

time), of which the initial equilibration time lasts 30 ms, and over remaining

time, we save 30 equally spaced snapshots to be used for the computation of

gsimul(r).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: Comparison of the simulated and experimental g(r) for (a) the initial
values (Q0, λ0) and (b) for the best fit (minimum-χ2) (Q,λ) reported in table 3.1,
for the dataset with ac = 6.59µm.
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Figure 3.9: The error function χ2, eq. (3.17), as function of logQ and λ, for the
dataset characterized by ac = 7.17µm (first row of table 3.1). A narrow region (deep
blue) of small χ2 value is visible near the center of the region. Outside this valley,
the function grows rapidly, as suggested by the colors, and soon reaches values orders
of magnitude higher than the one in the valley (top-right and bottom-left corners).

We have carried out this minimization over 3 different experimental sets:

both the characteristics of the systems and the results of the optimization are

collected in table 3.1. Figure 3.8 compares gsimul(r) and gexp(r) at the initial

step of the optimization and for the final best fit parameters.

As is apparent from eq. (3.15) for given rigidity κ, the parameters Q and

λ are not independent: a small decrease of λ can be compensated by an in-

crease in logQ. This means that in the (logQ, λ) there is a valley of similarly

good parameters. This is illustrated in fig. 3.9, obtained by evaluating the

χ2 function over a region in the parameter space. This results indicate that

there is no optimal parameter set for the interparticle potential, but rather

long curved “valley” of (logQ, λ) pairs that yield a similar χ2 and essentially

the same rigidity and particle-particle average potential energy as illustrated

by the two rightmost columns of table 3.1. Eventually in the remainder of

the simulations reported in this work, we will adopt the parameters reported
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in the third row of table 3.1 in simulations whose starting point is an experi-

mental configuration, as defined in section 3.1.2, since they are the closest to

most of the experimental datasets we compare our data with. The fourth row

in table 3.1 reports a second, better fit of the same experimental set. These

parameters are used in all the simulations whose starting point is a supercell

with perfect, mutually tilted lattices obtained as described in section 3.1.1.

3.3 Definition of the sliding steady state

Friction is an out-of-equilibrium phenomenon and thus, when the lateral force

F is turned on there is no equilibrium state of the system by definition. How-

ever, after an initial transient the system can reach a steady state. In practice

this state can be difficult to identify because it is impossible to be sure that

the dynamical trajectory over the entire simulation time would not change

completely if one could extend the calculation to longer simulated timescales.

In our simulation protocol, we study the tribological proprieties of the system

dynamics by applying a constant driving force to each colloid and change it in

small steps. As a result, after each force change there will be some transient re-

sponse which we need to discard. Complex systems at finite temperature often

represent a challenge both in determining this transient and also in defining

precisely the properties of the sliding state. For a start, from a solely the-

oretical point of view, static friction does not exists at finite temperature,

because thermal fluctuations will promote some slow creep motion even under

the smallest applied force: albeit slowly the system is found in motion if one

can afford to observe it for a very long time. Additionally, solitons, which

arise in an incommensurate system, and other kinds of crystal defects usually

enhance the mobility of the system at small forces. As a result, in practice it

can be a tricky task to tell apart a slow steady sliding of the whole system from

a slow transient rearrangement of the contact’s weak point, i.e. the defects.

In the present work we decide to define a monolayer to be in the sliding

state if the mobility of its center of mass is 10% of the mobility under the same

force without any substrate potential, U0 = 0. In these free-sliding conditions,

the system is translationally invariant and only the viscous force opposes free
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acceleration. As a result the system center of mass would soon reach a speed

F/(mγ), corresponding to a mobility (mγ)−1 = 9.4× 10−3 s/mg. We set the

arbitrary threshold at 10% of this value, i.e. µth = 0.94× 10−3 s/mg. Note

that free mobility and, correspondingly, the actual mobilities observed in sim-

ulations are quite different from the experimental ones, where the damping

rate γ is 2000 times larger, see chapter 2. However, the adopted definition

of depinning, based not on an absolute mobility threshold, but rather on a

fraction of the free mobility, can be applied as is both to experimental and

to simulation data. For ease of comparison with experiments, in the plots,

we will rescale computed mobilities to match experimental ones. Moreover,

since we probe the system with a discrete set of force values and the mobility

can chance dramatically in a small range around the depinning transition, the

force Fs at which the depinning occurs, i.e. the static friction of the system,

is estimated via a linear interpolation between the last pinned configuration

(Fpin, µpin) immediately before the first time µth is crossed and the first sliding

configuration (Fslid, µslid), the one immediately after the last time the mobility

curve has fallen below µth
4, namely:

Fs =
µth − µpin

µslid − µpin

Fslid +
µslid − µth

µslid − µpin

Fpin. (3.18)

Figure 3.10 reports the depinning of two systems; our definition correctly

identifies the depinning force in the simplest case, i.e. a single colloid in peri-

odic potential, where the depinning force is F1s, eq. (2.7), and gives reasonable

results with an incommensurate monolayer, where the interaction between par-

ticles lowers the depinning force from the single-colloid case.

In order to explore systematically the dynamical proprieties, we need to

define a suitable protocol. The key aspect is that effects at small forces happen

at a slower pace than those at large ones. As a result, we fix the product

Ξ0 = Fmin · tmax, and, accordingly, give a simulation at driving force F a total

time of τ = Ξ0/F . This procedure allows the system more time to evolve and

reach a steady state for small forces, while for large force it will reduce the

4This definition provides a meaningful estimation of Fs and the error on it even in those
cases where the mobility is not a monotonous function of F .
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Figure 3.10: Depinning two colloidal systems at U0 = 145 zJ. The black dashed
horizontal line is the free-sliding mobility. The red dotted horizontal line is the de-
pinning threshold µth = 10%(mγ)−1. This threshold correctly locates the depinning
force of the T = 0 commensurate layer (blue arrow) extremely close to the correct
Fs = F1s . For the incommensurate monolayer (ρ = 0.8615) the static friction (black
arrow) is estimated very near to the first point which has a mobility significantly
different from 0. The small but nonzero mobility of the previous force point at
F/F1s = 0.27 seems due to thermal-induced local defect diffusion rather than an
actual global sliding of the lattice, but it is obviously very hard to tell.

simulation time to save computation time. However, we will keep τ always

larger than a minimum amount ≈ 100γ−1 in order to allow the system to relax

transients induced by the force increase. Moreover in our protocol, each new

simulation begins with the end point of the previous one. As a result of the

“adiabatic” increase of F in small step, it will take less time for the system to

reach its steady state after each increase, since the previous simulation already

had partially “digested” the effect of a very similar applied force.
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3.4 Calibration of the static structure factor

A good tool to highlight ordered structures and long-range correlation in a sys-

tem is the static structure factor S(q). Although the structure factor is usually

related to the interpretation of scattering patterns obtained with diffraction

experiments, it can also be read as the spatial Fourier transform of a system.

As a result, the function S(q) contains informations about the periodicity of

the sample and it is very sensible to ordered structures both on long and short

distances. In a system of Np identical point-like scatterers (colloids or atoms)

at positions ri the structure factor is

S(q) =
1

Np

Np∑
i=1

Np∑
j=1

eiq·(ri−rj). (3.19)

In the present work, we use this tool to seek the fingerprint of the long-range-

ordered structures arising in the colloidal system above the Aubry transition

presented in section 1.1.1 and which should not be found neither in the perfect

lattice nor in the superlubric state. Furthermore, S(q) can be a useful tool

to investigate the effects described by the McTague-Novaco theory outlined in

section 1.2: if the lattice is rotated, there will a clear trace of this in the diffrac-

tion pattern, that rotates accordingly. The function S(q) is very sensitive to

small changes in its argument, which makes it quite expensive to compute.

Because of this and the fact that we are dealing with complex, inhomogeneous

systems at finite temperature, it is desirable to analyze simple versions of our

system and set the parameters correctly for these systems at first.

Figure 3.11a reports S(q) for a perfect triangular lattice with spacing ac =

6.5µm. This lattice generates a pattern in the q-space which is rotated by

30◦, and spaced by b = 4π/(
√

3ac). In other words, the pattern in fig. 3.11(a)

generated by the lattice in fig. 3.11(b) is itself a triangular lattice with primitive

vectors

b1 =
4π√
3ac

( √
3/2

−1/2

)
b2 =

4π√
3ac

(
0

1

)
. (3.20)
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For example, the intensity peak at b2 in fig. 3.11(a) is at qx = 0 and qy =
4π√
3ac
≈ 1.12µm−1. This is the smallest periodicity in real space and, thus, the

largest one in the q space. The smallest real-space lattice spacing we work with

is al = 5.6µm, corresponding to b = 1.3µm−1. For this reason, we compute

S(q) up to q = 1.5µm−1. A sample rotated by θ leads to Bragg peaks in S(q)

rotated by the same angle (fig. 3.11c,d).

The structure factor is also sensitive to the shape of the entire sample, as

it convolutes with the actual signal during the Fourier transform. As can be

seen in fig. 3.11a,c, a square box produces a sort of cross “start” around the

peaks along the qx and qy directions. In contrast, as fig. 3.11e shows, a circular

sample, representing a circular “aperture”, disperses the peak intensity more

symmetrically around it. This dispersion is better localized and perturbs the

actual diffraction pattern less. For this reason, we will adopt circular aperture

for our data analysis throughout this work.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

b2

b1

Figure 3.11: The S(q) function (a,c,e) for a finite portion of a perfect hexagonal
lattice with spacing ac = 6.5µm (b,d,f). (a): for a square portion (Np = 1067)
of an aligned crystal; (b): for a crystal tilted by θ = 5.4◦ (Np = 1095); (e) for
a circular region of the same tilted lattice (Np = 1099). The structure factor is
computed from q = −1.5µm−1 to q = 1.5µm−1 both along qx and qy with a step
δq = 0.005µm−1. Intensity is given in logarithmic scale. The vectors b1 and b2

generating the reciprocal lattice are indicated in panel (a).
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4
Structural Properties

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the equilibrium proprieties of

the colloids layer across the superlubric-pinned transition. This means that we

will investigate the structural properties of the lattice mismatched monolayers

in different equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium situations, without any external

force (F = 0). We will mainly characterize the Aubry transition between the

superlubric and the pinned state by means of equilibrium observables, such as

the local angle of the colloid-colloid bonds lattice with respect of the crystalline

directions of the substrate potential and a disorder parameter representing the

fraction of colloids sitting at locally energetically unfavorable regions of the

corrugation potential profile. We will carry out this analysis both at T = 0,

where the results are clearer and usually faster to obtain in terms of computa-

tional effort, and at T = Troom, to verify what results survive in the presence

of thermal fluctuations and to allow direct comparison with experiment.

49
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The main additional degree of freedom that 2D provides compared to the

standard 1D FK model consists in the angular misalignment of the two lat-

tices. One can study the structure and the energetics of the system for given

mismatch as a function of the misalignment angle by means of the construc-

tion of suitable PBC supercells. We start off investigating to which extent the

favorable state is the one tilted at the angle predicted by the Novaco theory

[18, 17]. Subsequently, we study the phase diagram of the system, as a function

of the corrugation amplitude U0, and for both temperatures.

In order to probe the behavior of the system as a function of the U0 param-

eter, we use the following protocol: defined a starting configuration containing

the positions and the velocities of the colloids, i.e. a snapshot of the phase

space of the system, we run successive simulations at different U0 values and

let the system equilibrate; the starting point of each molecular-dynamics sim-

ulation is the final configuration of the previous run. In order to characterize

structurally this transition, we focus on two observables: the local angle θ and

the disorder parameter Ψ.

The local angle θi of a colloid is defined as the arithmetic mean of the angles

of bonds joining the considered colloid with its nearest neighbors. Specifically,

given a colloid i and one of its nearest neighbors j, the bond angle between

them is defined as

θij = tan−1

(
yj − yi
xj − xi

)
mod

π

3
(4.1)

and thus θij belongs to the interval (−π/6,+π/6]. As a result, the local angle

θi of each colloid i is:

θi =
1

N
(nn)
i

N
(nn)
i∑
j=1

θij, (4.2)

being N
(nn)
i the number of neighbors of the ith colloid. In a perfect triangular

lattice of spacing ac, the N
(nn)
i = 6 nearest neighbors of each colloid are placed

at distance ac, while the 6 second neighbors are at d2 =
√

3ac from colloid i.

We need to be able to apply this definition even for a layer affected by thermal
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fluctuations or defects of any sort: we need to introduce a suitable cutoff used

to distinguish between the first shell of neighbors and the second. To do this

we decide that a colloid j is a neighbor of a given colloid i, if

dij < dcut = f min
∀j

dij, (4.3)

where f is an appropriate cutoff factor for the lattice considered: in the case of

the triangular lattice, it must be f .
√

3. In preactice we take f = 1.35, which

allows some tolerance beyond the perfect lattice spacing, but it is significantly

less than the second-neighbor distance. With this choice we can label uniquely

those colloids which are surrounded by a shell of 6 neighbors. In those cases a

very robust determination of the average angle 〈θij〉 is obtained, except in the

quite unlikely case where it comes close to π/6.

We define a global parameter ftilt as

ftilt =
N(|θ| > 2.5◦)

Np

. (4.4)

In order to explain how the transition is characterized operatively by means

of the local angle and this global parameter ftilt, we need to anticipate some

results; this is because we need a basic knowledge of where the transition is

in order to choose a suitable threshold. Figure 4.1 reports the local angle

distribution and the actual position of the colloids in the central portion of the

system for a few values of U0. We need to define a cutoff value on the local

angle θ in order to label colloids as tilted (hence, belonging to the superlubric

phase), or as aligned with the substrate (and therefore in the pinned phase).

From the histograms in fig. 4.1a-c, we set this cutoff value to θcut = 2.5◦ because

this value is mid way between the distributions of the superlubric phase and

the pinned phase, and gives reasonable results for the coexistence region.

A second useful global indicator for the characterization of the configu-

rations is the disorder parameter Ψ, inspired by the work of Ref. [15]. The

disorder parameter [15] Ψ is defined as the fraction of colloids above the saddle

point of the underlying external potential W3(r), defined in eq. (2.5); in other
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of the local colloid-colloid “bond” angle and snapshots of
the system below the transition (U0 = 7 zJ, a,d), in the coexistence region (U0 =
15 zJ , b,e) and above the transition (U0 = 35 zJ, c,f). The plots (a-c) report
all three distributions but the one relative to the given amplitude is filled. The
bins in the histograms (a-c) are ∆θ = 0.25◦-wide and the counts are normalized;
the distributions include only colloids with 6 neighbors, since the angle estimate is
reliable only for these ones. In the snapshots (e-f) red colloids have θ > 2.5◦, the
gray ones have |θ| ≤ 2.5◦; the green ones are those with a number of neighbors
different from 6.

words, Ψ is the number of colloids at coordinates r at which W3(r) ≥ −U0/9:

Ψ = Nsaddle/Np. (4.5)

Because of the geometry of the potential illustrated in figs. 2.2 and 4.2,

the region above the saddle point is 1/4 of the total area of the unit cell. As

a result, the maximum value of Ψ is 0.25, and this value is obtained equally

for a gaseous uniform phase, or an infinitely rigid lattice-mismatched crystal.

While the average twist angle is a local indicator, Ψ is rather a global parameter

characterizing the layer.
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Figure 4.2: Contour plot of W3(x, y). The area of the two blue triangles highlights
the region above the saddle point: W3(x, y) ≥ −U0/9. The rhombic region inside
the red thick dashed line is a unit cell: this construction shows that the blue region
is 25% of the total area of the unit cell (thinner dotted line are a visual aid helping
identify the 8 triangles of equal size forming the unit cell). The Wigner-Seitz cell of
the lattice is highlighted by the green dashed hexagon at the right; the solid green
triangles are an equivalent representation of the blue region of above-the-saddle
potential in the other cell. Orange dots mark the saddle points of the potential.
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4.1 Novaco analysis

As was done in Ref. [19], we verify if the configuration tilted at the angle

predicted by the McTague-Novaco [18, 17, 20] weak-coupling theory is indeed

the energetically favored state of the colloid system. We work with a mismatch

ratio ρ = 0.8615 which is close to what is obtained in experiments ρexp ' 0.86;

for this value of the mismatch, the coupling to the corrugation is expected to

be effectively weak up to a significantly large substrate potential amplitude

U0: because of the asymmetry of the pair-interaction potential, to reach a

regime of “infinitely deep” corrugation wells, where the colloid-colloid inter-

action energy would be negligible compared to the external corrugation (i.e.

Uext � Upp), requires huge value of U0. Recall that at the repulsive energy

at the equilibrium spacing ac = 6.5µm is E
(ideal)
int = 2.51 zJ, but if the colloids

were compressed into the potential wells spaced of al = 5.6µm, it would grow

to E
(ideal)
int = 404 zJ. This means that to consider Upp negligible we must take

U0 & 4000 zJ, which is a value well beyond experimental feasibility, although

it may be interesting to simulate.

In the angular analysis, we keep the mismatch ρ as close as possible to

the reference value and impose different angles to the colloids by means of the

supercells constructed as described in section 3.1.1. The specifically consid-

ered cells are reported in Appendix A, table A.1. We work at T = 0 where

the results are clearer and we do not have to deal with entropy and thermal

fluctuation. Each cell, i.e. each global tilt angle θ, is let fully relax with cor-

rugation U0 of increasing magnitude, starting from the final configuration of

the previous amplitude.

Figure 4.3 exemplifies the patterns resulting at the end of this relaxation,

at three sample twist angles. Figure 4.4 shows the energetics as function of

global θ at two different substrate corrugation amplitudes: U0 = 12 zJ, a

weak coupling value, and U0 = 200 zJ, a intermediate-strong coupling one. Of

the pair potential energy we report the excess relative the value for a perfect

lattice without substrate potential. The interaction of the substrate poten-

tial is measured relative to the average of the substrate potential over space,

〈W3(r)〉 = 1/3, being W3(r) defined in the interval [−1, 0], see chapter 2.
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Figure 4.3: Snapshots of the colloids relaxed configuration at an intermediate-large
corrugation U0 = 200 zJ at different angles: (a) θ = 0.29◦, (b) θ = 5.44◦ = θNM, and
(c) θ = 7.45◦. The colloids are colored according to their position in the substrate
potential; the saddle point value is marked by a tic in the color scale.

For both values of U0, and for all the other amplitudes that we explored, the

minimum of the total energy per colloid is at θNM = 5.45, close to the an-

gle predicted by the Novaco-McTague theory θ
(teo)
NM = 5.48. Since the energy

cannot depend on the sign of the tilting angle, one would expect 0 to be an ex-

tremal point and, indeed, in fig. 4.4, energy approaches θ = 0 with a flat curve,

signaling a vanishing derivate. The optimal nature of θNM can be understood

going back to fig. 4.3: the configuration at the Novaco angle determines sharp,

well organized soliton lines, while in the other configurations the soliton net-

work is distorted and more colloids end up occupying spots at higher external

potential energy.

It is important to notice a qualitative difference between the two substrate

amplitude values. Even though the minimum of the total energy is always at

the Novaco angle, for a weak substrate the repulsive energy between the colloids

Upp reaches its maximum at θ = θNM. In the case of a strong substrate, instead,

the repulsive energy decreases from θ = 0 to θ = θNM and then flattens out.

This means that the response of the system is qualitatively different: when the
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Figure 4.4: (a-b) Total energy per colloid, difference between relaxed pair potential

interaction energy Upp and the one from an ideal unrelaxed lattice U
(0)
pp and difference

between interaction energy with the substrate Uext = U0
∑N

i W3(ri) and average of
the substrate corrugation U0〈W3(r)〉 = U0/3 of a colloidal lattice tilted at different
angles relaxed at T = 0 over a corrugation: (a) U0 = 12 zJ and (b) U0 = 200 zJ.
Note the qualitatively different behavior of the interaction energy and the change of
sign of the substrate interaction energy.

wells of the corrugation become deeper and the colloids are compressed in the

islands, the network of soliton lines created at the Novaco configuration lowers

the interactions between the particles more efficiently than the one created at

lower angles.

The different relaxed structures obtained at global angle θ = 0 and at

θ = θNM leave a clear trace in the structure factors S(q), as fig. 4.5 shows. At

θ = 0 the compressed islands, and the soliton lines produce a pattern which has

the same orientations as the colloid lattice in real space, while at θ = θNM the

situation is radically different: the pattern produced by the islands is rotated
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of θisl = 30◦ and, while the locally unrotated colloids inside the islands give

rise to the same pattern as for θ = 0, the soliton lines bear the memory of

the angle θNM originally imposed to the entire sample and are still tilted that

way. The spacing of the islands pattern1 shows a nontrivial dependence on the

mismatch ratio ρ and the misalignment angle θ [19, 20] which is given by

aisl =
ac√

1 + ρ−2 − 2ρ−2 cos θ
. (4.6)

For out system with ac = 6.5µm and ρ = 0.8615 tilted at θNM we obtain

aisl = 34.1µm, i.e. the centers of the islands are approximately 6 colloids

apart. This periodicity generates peaks at |qisl| = 0.213µm−1 forming the

purple-highlighted hexagon in fig. 4.5(b).

4.1.1 Extremely large corrugation limit

When U0 becomes large enough to become the dominant energy scale, the

Novaco-McTague theory has no reason to retain its validity and we reach a

strong-coupling regime. The colloids fall to the bottom of the corrugation wells

and the effect of the pair potential interaction is to favor the configuration in

which colloids are surrounded by the least number of nearest neighbors. Given

that the number Np of colloids and of potential minima M , with ρ2 = Np

M
, is

fixed, we can look for the ground state of this system by solving the problem

of distributing Np balls in M boxes, organized in a triangular lattice, trying

to avoid putting 2 balls in adjacent spots. The solution clearly depends on Np

and M , i.e. on the mismatch.

Starting from ρ2 = 1, where each colloid occupies a potential well and has 6

nearest neighbors, reducing ρ2 can be viewed as taking a colloids away from the

system, leaving some minima unoccupied and, thus, reducing the number of

nearest neighbors of the system. As we keep taking colloids away, at ρ2 = 2/3

the best way to reduce the number of first neighbors is to arrange the colloid in

a honeycomb lattice, as illustrated in fig. 4.6. In this configuration each colloid

1Equivalently one can consider the spacing of the soliton lines marked by the green
colloids in fig. 4.5(d)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the relaxed colloidal configuration for U0 = 200 zJ “cir-
cular aperture” (r = 400µm) (c,d) and the corresponding function S(q) (a,b). The
calculation is done for global angle θ = 0 (a, c) and for θ = θNM (b,d). The hexagons
are a color-wise visual help: the gray ones highlight the pattern coming from the
gray colloids inside the islands in real space, the green ones are related to the soliton
lines and the purple hexagons highlights the small-q traces of the long-range island
superstructure.

has 3 nearest neighbors rather than 6. Further decreasing the mismatch until

ρ2 = 1/2, the colloids arrange themselves in hexagons surrounded by another

hexagon of empty wells. In such way, the neighbors of a single colloid are only

2, like fig. 4.7. The same number of neighbors and therefore the same energy

is obtained with other configurations, e.g. with alternating zig-zagging stripes.

At ρ2 = 1/3, it becomes possible to put a colloid at the center of each

hexagon leaving it surrounded by empty minima, i.e. in fig. 4.6 the red dots

are now the empty minima and the white spots are those where colloids sit.

It is equivalent to the triangular lattice of ρ2 = 1, only with a spacing of
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Figure 4.6: Honeycomb lattice, an optimal configuration for filling ρ2 = 2/3. Red
dots indicate the wells filled with colloids, while white spots are the empty ones.
The dashed gray line highlights the unit cell of this periodic structure with a 2-atom
basis.

√
3ac. With this configuration, the colloids have no neighbors at distance ac.

If ρ2 is further decreased, the most convenient configuration is decided by the

energy contribution due to the former second (now nearest) neighbors and the

problem is the same we just discussed, only on a larger length scale. This

problem is scale-invariant: when ρ2 ≤ 1/9, colloids have no second neighbors,

the third ones will be the only contribution to the energy and so on and so

forth. Since the Yukawa potential decays so rapidly that the potential at the

second neighbors distance
√

3ac is orders of magnitudes smaller than it is at

ac, further investigation of this problem has little physical meaning for our

physical problem.

For intermediate nontrivial values of ρ2, the determination of actual ground-

state configurations could become nontrivial. To compute the energetics of the

system molecular dynamics simulation are not the best tool in this case: the

energy cost of moving a colloid from a well to the other is unavailable to the

system at T = 0 and it is extremely rare at T = Troom, and thus it would take

infinite time to the system to reorganize itself and find the minimum-energy

configuration. A way to solve this problem is to use Monte Carlo methods:
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Figure 4.7: The “encapsulated honeycomb” lattice at ρ2 = 1/2. Hollow red dashed
circles indicates the colloids removed from the honeycomb lattice of ρ2 = 2/3 in
fig. 4.6. The dashed gray line highlights the unit cell and the dotted lines show the
4 honeycomb cell composing it. Hexagons with colloids at all 6 vertexes are shaded
with a darker tint. The same energy and density could be obtained with alternating
zig-zagging stripes.

defining tho hopping of a colloid as a move of the simulation, it would be

possible to study the energetics of the the system with greater efficiency. A

warning to this approach, though: a long Monte Carlo simulation could drive

the system away from the local minimum defined by the initial angle imposed

to the system and end up in the absolute minimum independently of θ. Since

this process is long even in the real word, one is usually interested also in the

metastable states generate by the initially imposed global tilt angles.
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4.2 The Phase Diagram

Here we characterize structurally the Aubry transition introduced in section 1.1.1.

Since we fixed the Upp energy as discussed in chapter 2, we will explore the

transition as a function of the substrate potential, at two temperatures: T = 0,

and T = Troom = 300 K at which the experiments are performed. The results

of section 4.1 tell us that it is sufficient to focus on configurations tilted at

θ = θNM. Because the transition is of first order and even T = 300 K is far

below the critical point [5], we expect the system to show a coexistence re-

gion, namely a range of substrate potential values at which both phases of

the system, the superlubric tilted one and the pinned straightened one, are

thermodynamically allowed and manifest locally themselves in simulations.

This means that the Aubry transition does not occur at any single value of

corrugation, but is diluted over this coexistence region.

This thermodynamical coexistence is rather difficult to probe numerically,

because at finite temperature due to local fluctuations there may always emerge

for a short time a pinned region, even deep in the superlubric region before

the Aubry transition takes place. Likewise, even when the corrugation is large,

simulations do show occasional fluctuating tilted regions. One may attempt

a measurement of the areas of the 2 phases in a true equilibrium coexistence

using long simulations (after any hysteric memory of the initial condition is

safely lost). As a function of U0, neither one of the two areas would ever be

exactly 0, but there would be a U0 region where the pinned fraction is quite

small, an intermediate region with a crossover with both fractions significantly

nonzero, and a large U0 region where the sample is almost completely in the

pinned phase. Nevertheless this procedure is extremely costly numerically as

it requires significant sampling of the slowly fluctuating boundaries between

phases. For this reason in the present work we use a different methodology. In

order to investigate the phase coexistence, we prefer to probe the behavior of

the system following different paths in the phase diagram: the upward pathway

starts without corrugation, U0 = 0, and a fully tilted θ = θNM ideal configura-

tion and reaches a fully pinned configuration characterized by commensurate

islands and large substrate potential. The downward pathway starts with the
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final configuration and corrugation of the upward pathway and goes back down

to U0 = 0. Due to the finite and rather short duration of the simulations, we

observe hysteresis: within the coexistence region the initial phase of the system

(tilted for the upward brach and pinned for the downward one) lasts longer

within the coexistence before turning into the other phase, which is becoming

more and more favorable as U0 is changed.

4.2.1 Zero-Temperature Results

The system analyzed is composed by 18634 colloids arranged in a perfect

lattice of spacing ac = 6.5µm and the substrate corrugation potential de-

scribed in chapter 2, with lattice spacing al = 5.599 992µm; this correspond

to a mismatch ρ = 0.861537 close to the reference value of the experiments

ρ ' 0.86. The supercell compatible with these two lattices is generated with

n1 = 91, n2 = 92, m1 = 91, m2 = 66 with the notation of section 3.1.1. The

relative line in table A.1 is highlighted in bold. The primitive versors are

C1 =

(
767.2

446.2

)
C2 =

(
−2.8

887.5

)
. (4.7)

Figure 4.8 shows the evolution in the fraction of colloids belonging to differ-

ent phases during the upward pathway. The starting configuration is a perfect

crystal lattice oriented at the Novaco angle without substrate potential with

all colloids belonging the superlubric phase (ftilt = 100%). As the substrate

potential amplitude increases, the fraction of tilted colloids starts to decrease

while pinned regions begin to appear, eventually taking up the whole sample

for large corrugation. From the last fully-pinned configuration of the upward

path (U0 = 44 zJ), we move downward in U0, back to U0 = 0.

Figure 4.9 reports the fraction of tilted colloids ftilt during the upward (dot-

dashed line of fig. 4.8) and the downward path. The hysteresis in the local

angle θ is clear and it provides a definition of the coexistence region. In the

same figure, we also report the disorder parameter Ψ, which also completes a

similar hysteresis cycle. In the interval between Uc1 = 13 zJ and Uc2 = 17 zJ
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Figure 4.8: The fraction ftilt of superlubric colloid at local angle |θ| > 2.5 (dashed
blue line) and fpin of pinned ones at |θ| ≤ 2.5 (dash-dot red line) as function of the
substrate potential following the upward path, i.e. from a totally tilted sample to a
completely pinned one.

the two curves follow different paths, meaning that the system explores in a

different ground states depending on to the initial condition. The two different

equilibrium states are characterized by different values of ftilt and Ψ.

At T = 0 the transition can be characterized also by means of the energy

of the system. Figure 4.10 reports the total energy of the system, and its

two contributions, as functions of the substrate potential amplitude U0 within

the coexistence region, for both pathways. The two branches of the total

energy Etot, as sums of the contributions from the repulsive pair interaction

Upp > 0 and interaction with the substrate potential Uext < 0, cross within

the coexistence region (arrow in fig. 4.10a), signaling where a phase becomes

more favorable than the other. Figure 4.10 indicates that at fixed U0, the

energy gap between the two phases is generally much larger for the individual

contributions than for the total energy, due to substantial cancellation.

4.2.2 Room-Temperature Results

We now proceed to analyze the transition at finite temperature, both for an

ideal, defect-free system and a more realistic one. At room temperature, we

expect the transition to shift to higher values of the corrugation as found in
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Figure 4.9: Hysteresis cycle of Ψ and ftilt, i.e. the fraction of superlubric colloids
(characterized by |θ| > 2.5◦), for a perfect lattice at T = 0. The disorder parameter
Ψ is multiplied by a factor 4 in order to span the same range as θ. For both
observables, the upper curve is relative to the upward path, another lower curve
to the downward one. The coexistence, characterized by hysteresis in ftilt and Ψ
region is highlighted by dotted lines. The two considered observables identify the
same coexistence region.

previous theoretical work by Mandelli et al. [5]. Thermal fluctuations enhance

the colloids ability to move, escape from the potential wells and occupy higher-

energy positions and, thus, help to preserve superlubricity. It is worth recalling

that now the equilibrium state of the system is not the one at minimum energy,

but the one that minimizes the free energy of the system F = Upp +Uext−TS,

where Upp and Uext are the thermodynamic averages of the potential energy

contributions defined in chapter 2, T is temperature and S is the entropy of

the system. As found in Ref.[5], entropy favors the superlubric state over

the pinned one where colloids are localized at the potential minima, and this

also contributes to explain why the transition shifts toward higher substrate

corrugations. The perfect-lattice configuration is generated with the same

parameter as for T = 0, as described in the previous section. The realistic

configuration is generated according to the protocol discussed in section 3.1.2:

an experimental snapshot is inserted inside a proper periodic supercell, let

relax and taken as starting configuration.
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Figure 4.10: Energetics of the T = 0 transition. (a) The total energy of the system,
(b) the pair interaction Upp term and (c) the interaction with the substrate term
Uext as U0 is cycled upward (x) and then downward (+). All energy is normalized to
the number of particles Np. Upp and Uext are expressed in units of the corrugation
amplitude U0. An arbitrary linear term was added to the total energy to reduce its
range of variation and makes the coexistence region more clearly visible.
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We shall first compare the results for the perfect lattice with the T = 0

behavior. The system preserves all the qualitative characteristics found at zero

temperature, but the variation of Ψ and ftilt with U0 is smoother, as one could

expect: without thermal energy the colloids manage to change phase only when

a downhill pathway leading to an energy gain allows them, while now regions

of a different phase can sprout up and coexist thanks to thermal fluctuations.

This smoother evolution in the quantities also results in a broader coexistence

region than for T = 0, namely Uc1 = 25 zJ and Uc2 = 32 zJ, highlighted in

fig. 4.11(a).

The case of the system generated from an experimental configuration and

therefore rich of defect is even more complex. The presence of defect en-

larges the coexistence region further, which is estimated from Uc1 = 19 zJ to

Uc2 = 35 zJ, as shown in fig. 4.11(b). Moreover, defects can and do affect the

coexistence dynamics, hindering the flow of domains of different local orien-

tation. As a result the hysteresis is not as clear and sharp as for the perfect

crystal. The upward and downward curve of the disorder parameter do not

close exactly at the left side of the transition, while the ones of the fraction of

tilted colloids remain apart at the right end of the transition when the curves

of Ψ have already rejoined. This means that in this defected case it is more

arbitrary than for the perfect lattice to define where the limits Uc1 and Uc2 of

the coexistence regions are. We define Uc1 as the middle point between the last

value of U0 in which the ftilt curves are degenerate within the error bars and

the first one at which this is not true. The same procedure is used to define

the right boundary Uc2 but with the Ψ curves.

From these results, we conclude that the two adopted observables are quite

useful to characterize nicely the Aubry transition and allow us to estimate

coherently the boundary of the coexistence region, especially in the ideal cases.
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Figure 4.11: Hysteresis cycle of ftilt and Ψ for a perfect lattice at T = Troom (a)
and for a defect-rich system (b). The coexistence region is highlighted by a dark
rectangle. At finite temperature, quantities are average over the thermal noise and,
thus, each point is plotted along with the resulting error bars.

4.3 Structural characterization

The Aubry transition should leave a trace in the structure factor S(q) of the

system. Figure 4.12 shows the change of S(q) as a function of U0 for the per-

fect crystal at T = 0. The data are presented along with the corresponding

snapshot of the actual colloids position. As the system undergoes the Aubry

transition, the structure factor evolves from the simple hexagonal pattern gen-

erated by the superlubric phase2 to the more complex one of the pinned phase.

2Even though the lattice looks perfect in fig. 4.12b, the small but nonzero corrugation
induces tiny local compressions and expansions which are not detected by S(q).
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In the latter we can see the signal at |q| ' 1.3µm−1 coming from the colloids

in the islands and the peaks at |qisl| ' 0.213µm−1 one from the global pattern

of islands superstructures, as discussed in section 4.1. The structure factor

in the coexistence region corrugation U0 = 16 zJ (taken along the downward

pathway) is a mixture of that of the two phases: the peaks relative to the

islands long range periodicity are starting to form but the peaks generate by

the regions tilted at θ = θNM are still dominant.

Figure 4.13 shows the structure factor from the perfect crystal at T = Troom.

The results are essentially the same as the T = 0 case but thermal fluctuations

and diffusion lead to broader peaks.

Figure 4.14 shows the structure factor from the defected crystal at T =

Troom. Here defects, thermal fluctuations and diffusion result in a substantial

broadening of the peaks. Nevertheless, the fingerprint of the transition is still

clearly visible: at low corrugation amplitude the two equivalent superlubric

phases at +θNM and −θNM generate the bulk of the S(q) function (fig. 4.14a).

As U0 is increased, the signal from the islands and the soliton lines grow in

strength and at very large U0 = 150.8 zJ the small-|q| π/6-rotated hexagon

is clearly visible along with its harmonics and combinations at the G points

(fig. 4.14e).
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(b)
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Figure 4.12: The structure factor S(q) for the perfect lattice at T = 0 described in
section 4.2.1 along with corresponding snapshots of a portion of the system for the
following values of the substrate corrugation U0: (a,b) U0 = 6 zJ; (c,d) U0 = 14 zJ;
(e,f) U0 = 44 zJ. The structure factor is computed as described in section 4.1.
The colloids are colored according to the local bond angle introduced in chapter 4:
coloring coding is the same as in fig. 4.1.
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(b)
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(c) (d)
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Figure 4.13: The structure factor S(q) for the perfect lattice at T = Troom de-
scribed in section 4.2.2 along with corresponding snapshots of a portion of the sys-
tem for the following values of the substrate corrugation U0: (a,b) U0 = 6 zJ; (c,d)
U0 = 26 zJ; (e,f) U0 = 90 zJ. The structure factor is computed as described in sec-
tion 4.1. The colloids are colored according to the local bond angle introduced in
chapter 4: coloring coding is the same as in fig. 4.1.
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(b)
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Figure 4.14: The structure factor S(q) for the defected lattice at T = Troom

described in section 4.2.2 along with corresponding snapshots of a portion of the
system for the following values of the substrate corrugation U0: (a,b) U0 = 16.6 zJ;
(c,d) U0 = 21.5 zJ; (e,f) U0 = 150.8 zJ. The structure factor of each configuration is
computed with the same parameters as in section 4.1 and averaged over 17 snapshots
to take thermal fluctuations into account. The color scheme is the same as fig. 4.12,
with blue colloids tilted near −θNM .
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5
Dynamical Properties

We probe the system dynamics by dragging it driven with the application of

a constant driving force F to each colloid. Being out of equilibrium, the sys-

tem is not characterized by an equilibrium state, but it can eventually reach

a steady state. The initial transient time must be identified after any change

in the value of F and ignored when computing steady-state proprieties. In

this dynamical situation, the dissipative term −mγṙ in the equation of motion

prevents the system from gaining unlimited kinetic energy from this constant

force. Globally, the Langevin thermostat attempts to keep the colloids close to

the thermal equilibrium at the desired temperature, either T = 0 or T = Troom

in our simulation. The thermostat time scale implies that after any change of

the applied force the initial transient duration is surely at least γ−1, although

according to our own experience it can easily be much longer. Systems char-

acterized by different substrate potential U0 amplitudes have different typical
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scales for forces and for steady-state velocities of the monolayer. As a result,

it is convenient to normalize these quantities in order to compare different sys-

tem. The forces are naturally measured in units of the elementary barrier F1s

defined in eq. (2.7), proportional to U0. In order to understand if the whole

monolayer of colloid is sliding, we compute the velocity of the center of mass

of the system. However, forces of different magnitude will drive the system

to different velocities: in the simplest case of a single free-sliding colloid the

steady-state velocity is proportional to the applied force:

vfs =
F

mγ
. (5.1)

Since we are not interested in the absolute magnitude of the sliding velocities

itself, but rather in whether the system is sliding or not, it is natural to compare

the CM speed of the colloids to that of the free colloid and, thus, we could

monitor 〈vCM〉/vfs. However, following the tradition of the field will use a

different but equivalent quantity. The average mobility is defined as the ratio

µ =
〈vCM〉
F

. (5.2)

The mobility is therefore simply a factor (mγ)−1 larger than the dimensionless

ratio 〈vCM〉/vfs. In practice the highest possible mobility, that of free colloids

sliding over a flat substrate is µ0 = (mγ)−1. As reported in table 2.1, the

units of µ are that of time over mass and in our model we measure it in

s/mg. For the experimental system the free mobility is µ0 = 18.8 s/mg, while

in our model we have µ0 = 0.0094 s/mg, namely 2000 times smaller due to

the reduced γ discussed in section 2.1; nevertheless, will always rescale the

computed mobility to be comparable with experiment.

We will also compute the static friction threshold Fs (if any) as defined

in section 3.3. We expect two well-defined regimes: one superlubric, before

the Aubry transition, and one pinned, after the transition. For corrugation

values U0 below the transition, we expect the relative mobility curves to follow

a superlubric behavior, with a mobility greater than 0 even in the limit of

vanishing forces. For such situations we will set Fs = 0. At U0 values above
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the transition, we should find a pinned regime: below the threshold Fs, the

mobility is compatible with 0 and the monolayer is stuck because most of

the colloids are trapped near the bottom of the potential wells; above Fs, the

system begins to slide over the substrate and the mobility grows. Between

these two distinct phases, namely within the coexistence region, it is not clear

how the system will behave.

5.1 Depinning transition

We analyze the mobility of the system under driving in the same three cases

investigated for the static proprieties in chapter 4: a perfect lattice at T = 0

and at T = Troom, and a defective sample closer to the real experimental system

at T = Troom.

Figure 5.1 compares the T = 0 mobility of lattice-matched system, de-

pinning at the full barrier force F1s, to that of a mismatched (ρ = 0.8615)
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Figure 5.1: The perfect-crystal mobility at T = 0 as function of the driving force
for characteristic substrate potential amplitudes U0. Three curves illustrate the
typical mobility behavior of a lattice-mismatched system (ρ = 0.8615), one for each
region (superlubric - U0 = 10 zJ, coexistence - U0 = 14 zJ, pinned - U0 = 30 zJ). For
comparison, we report the mobility of a lattice-matched system (or equivalently of
a single colloid), which, of course, depins at F = F1s, far later than the mismatched
system.
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Figure 5.2: Mobility of a perfect monolayer at T = Troom as a function of the
driving force for multiple corrugation amplitudes across the transition. The dotted
line is the 10% µ0 threshold for the evaluation of Fs.

configuration. The depinning curve for the lattice-matched case (ρ = 1) is

the same regardless of the corrugation amplitude U0. As function of U0, the

mismatched lattice exhibits a richer behavior than the commensurate case,

ranging from a superlubric regime with depinning occurring right from the

lowest probed force, to a pinned one, characterized by a non-zero static friction

force Fs < F1s. Between these two, there is the coexistence region identified

in chapter 4. Albeit showing a finite static friction, the system at substrate

amplitude U0 = 14 zJ, reported in fig. 5.1, behaves quite differently from a

truly pinned configuration: the static friction is found at smaller fraction of

F1s and the growth of the mobility toward the free value µ0 is faster.

Figure 5.2 reports the mobility of the perfect crystal with mismatch ρ =

0.8615 at T = Troom at different substrate potentials for a range of forces;

fig. 5.3 illustrates the same quantity for the defective crystal, also at T =

Troom. The superlubric and pinned regimes remain clearly distinct even at

finite T . As it was at T = 0, also at finite temperature the curves in the

coexistence region are characterized by a depinning force if any lower than that

of the truly pinned configurations obtained for U0 above the Aubry transition.

The mobility approaches the free mobility µ0 faster than for the pinned case.
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Figure 5.3: Mobility as function of the driving force for multiple substrate po-
tential amplitudes for the defected mismatched lattice in close-to-real conditions
(T = Troom). The curves relative to superlubric samples (U0 ≤ 16.6 zJ) are easily
spotted as their mobility remains finite down to F = 0. The curves relative to
substrate potential values within the coexistence (16.6 zJ < U0 < 61.3 zJ) region are
the fast-growing ones at the middle of the plot. The curves for U0 ≥ 61.3 zJ are
characteristic of the pinned regime: the mobility is 0 until the depinning force Fs is
reached.

Anticipating the discussion of the next chapter, this is due to a force-induced

reverse transition: under small forces, the superlubric phase “eats up” the

pinned region, resulting in a rapid gain in mobility.

Regardless of the substrate potential and the incommensurability, all the

mobility curves must reach asymptotically the free sliding value µ0 in the limit

of infinite driving force F . Figure 5.4 shows that this indeed happens when

F ' 5÷10×F1s. With forces well above the elementary barrier, the substrate

potential cannot possibly hold back the colloids which slide almost freely above

it, effectively averaging out the corrugation potential.
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Figure 5.4: The T = 0 mobility of the perfect crystal under large driving forces.
The corrugation potential parameters are U0 = 70 zJ and al = 5.6µm. For a force
F � F1s both a single colloid and a monolayer with ac = 6.5µm , i.e. a mismatch
ratio ρ = 0.8615, reach very close the mobility of a free colloid µ0 = (mγ)−1 (dashed
line).

5.2 Static friction

Starting from the mobility data, we evaluate the static friction as outlined in

section 3.3. In chapter 4 we have seen that the first-order Aubry transition is

diluted within the inhomogeneous coexistence region Uc1 < U0 < Uc2. At sub-

strate amplitudes outside this region, superlubric (Fs = 0) and pinned (Fs 6= 0)

regimes should be clearly visible. The coexistence region is characterized by

the simultaneous presence of tilted regions, which should be able to slide under

arbitrarily small driving forces F , and of pinned ones, with a threshold force Fs

that must be overcome to start the sliding. We will see in this section and in

the next chapter how the interplay of this two phases determines the behavior

of the system.

Figure 5.5 shows the behavior of the static friction for an incommensurate

perfect crystal at T = 0. The superlubric curves at U0 ≤ 14 zJ (like the green

dashed one in fig. 5.1) are characterized by Fs = 0, showing finite mobility over

the threshold µth for vanishing forces. In the pinned regime the static friction

Fs is finite but consistently smaller than F1s. Note that the left bound of the
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Figure 5.5: The static friction as function of the substrate potential at T = 0 as
function of the corrugation amplitude U0 for the incommensurate colloid layer with
ρ = 0.8615. The results for both the upward (dashed blue line) and downward (solid
red) paths are reported. The grayed area marks the coexistence region discussed in
section 4.2.1.

coexistence region Uc1 = 13 zJ does not mark exactly the end of the superlubric

regime. This is because, until the tilted fraction ftilt is large enough, the pinned

regions cannot lock the whole sample. Moreover, the application of a small

force promotes the growth of the tilted fraction, increasing the mobility, as

discussed later in chapter 6. As U0 increases within the coexistence region,

the pinned fraction of the system manages to lock the system up to a finite

Fs and the growth of the tilted fraction is observed only for forces above this

threshold.

Figure 5.5 reports the static friction Fs obtained taking as a starting con-

figuration both the one generated in the upward and in the downward paths in

U0, section 4.2.1. Because of hysteresis and, thus, of different values of ftilt at

the same substrate amplitude U0, depinning is different in the two paths: the

last superlubric configuration along the upward pathway is found a U0 = 15 zJ,

where ftilt = 1 (see fig. 4.8), while along the downward pathway, at the same

substrate amplitude ftilt = 0.3. The superlubric regime is restored only at

U0 = 14 zJ, characterized by ftilt = 0.8 (see fig. 4.9). This effect is proba-

bly due to our simulation protocol based on hysteresis: true equilibrium, and,
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Figure 5.6: The static friction of a perfect lattice incommensurate to the substrate,
like in section 4.2.1, as function of U0 at T = Troom along the downward path.

hence, extremely long simulations, in which memory of the initial configuration

has been lost, should yield a single value for Fs.

Figure 5.6 show the results for the perfect mismatched crystal at T = Troom

for the downward pathway. The superlubric and pinned regimes are still clearly

visible. Also at finite temperature, the superlubric regime ends within the

coexistence region like as at T = 0. Moreover, the order of magnitude of Fs in

the pinned regime is comparable with the T = 0 case.

Figure 5.7 shows the results for the defective mismatched systems at T =

Troom. The behavior of the static friction is of course similar to that of the

perfect sampled analyzed. However, here the superlubric regime ends at a sig-

nificantly smaller U0. The defects, even though mobile themselves, may hinder

the reverse transition toward the tilted phase, effectively locking the sample

sooner than in the perfect crystal. Similar results were found by Guerra et

al. in the 1D FK model[31]: quenched disorder in the substrate helps com-

mensurate patches to nucleate and destroys the superlubric regime. Moreover,

the presence of these defects makes is difficult to estimate the static friction

reliably and leads to a non-strictly-monotone trend to the static friction curve.

Eventually, in the limit of infinite substrate potential, the static barrier

should be affected only marginally by the colloid-colloid repulsion and thermal
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Figure 5.7: The static friction along the downward path as a function of the
substrate potential at T = Troom for the defected colloid lattice with al = 6.5µm
and substrate with ac = 5.6µm in close-to-real conditions.

fluctuations, and should therefore approach the elementary barrier, namely

lim
U0→∞

Fs = F1s. (5.3)
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Figure 5.8: The static friction as function of the substrate potential at T = 0 for
extremely large U0. The dashed black line marks the elementary barrier F1s. The x
axis reporting the substrate amplitude is in logarithmic scale.
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We verified that this indeed happens for extremely large (experimentally im-

possible to achieve) corrugation amplitude, as shown in fig. 5.8.



6
Force-induced reverse transition

The two-phase coexistence is a static phenomenon, namely a region of the

equilibrium phase diagram where, at constant volume, two phases coexist.

The presence of two phases in the system is not an artifact of peculiar initial

condition or an issue of the simulation technique, but it is a real physical

phenomenon. On the other hand, our simulation protocol based on hysteresis

heavily enhances the dependance on the initial condition of the system and

only produces metastable states in the phase coexistence region, due to relative

short simulation time that artificially prevents full ergodic exploration of the

configuration space. This would not be the case for a large and long enough

equilibrium simulation or experiment within the coexistence region, where the

simultaneous presence of the two phases would be fully probed regardless of

the initial condition.

In this chapter we take the system in the coexistence region out of equilib-
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Figure 6.1: (a) The time evolution of the fraction of tilted colloids ftilt (solid purple
line) and of the instantaneous mobility µ divided by µ0 (dashed green line) from the
start of the application of a force F = 1.07Fs. The shaded blue rectangles in (a)
highlight the time windows of amplitude ∆t = 100 ms from which the mobility maps
(b) and (c) come from. The snapshots (b) and (c) show a small, yet representative,
portion of a large initially rotated crystal described in section 4.2. The colloids
are plotted with the color convention introduced in chapter 4. Arrows show the
displacement r(t2)− r(t1) magnified by a factor 2.45. The simulation times are (b)
t1 = 100 ms, (c) t1 = 2900 ms, corresponding to 200 s and 5800 s, respectively.

rium by applying constant force F and investigate the effect of a driving on

the phase coexistence.

We focus on a perfect crystal (defined by the parameters in section 4.2.1)

at T = Troom (the relative static results can be found in section 4.2.2 and the

dynamical ones in chapter 5) with a substrate amplitude U0 = 36 zJ, just above

the estimated right boundary of the transition Uc2 = 32 zJ. We increase F in

relatively small steps δF = 0.05F1s = 0.9 fN until F = 1.8 fN = 0.83Fs, then

suddenly raise the driving force to F = 2.7 fN, corresponding to F = 1.09Fs =
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0.13F1s, just above the depinning force Fs and far below the elementary barrier

of the system F1s = 17.95 fN. What we observe is a dramatic change in the

system structure: as time goes by, the tilted phase “eats away” the pinned

phase formed by compressed islands separated by dislocation lines. The tilted

fraction rises from 20% to 70% of the whole system and in correspondence with

this structural change, the mobility rises from 10% to 40% of the free-colloid

mobility value µ0. This process is quite slow: it takes the system approximately

3 s of simulation time to reach the steady state, corresponding to 6000 s with

the realistic damping rate. Since this structural change toward the tilted phase

from a system mostly pinned at equilibrium is promoted by the application of

a driving force F at fixed substrate corrugation amplitude U0, we can call this

phenomenon force-induced reverse transition.

In order to visualize this growing flow of colloids eroding the pinned islands,

fig. 6.1b-c reports two snapshots, one before the transition takes place and one

after, as steady state is reached. The figures also report the displacement

∆rt1,t2 = r(t2) − r(t1) of each colloid in the given time window ∆t = t2 − t1.

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 are a zoomed-out version of the same snapshots of fig. 6.1(b-

c) which give a more global picture of the large scale of this structural change.

Since the simulation considered is carried out at T = Troom, no colloid is

ever actually fully pinned but they all fluctuate and diffuse. To filter out the

thermal fluctuation and highlight the motions induced by the external force, we

set a threshold on the displacement that the arrows actually report. From the

distribution of ‖∆rt1,t2‖ within the analyzed time ranges of fig. 6.1, reported

in fig. 6.4, we set the threshold ∆rth = 1µm: only above it in figs. 6.1 to 6.3

we draw an arrow going from r(t1) to r(t2), amplified by the 2.45 factor to

make it visible.

The snapshots of fig. 6.5 illustrate the mechanism by which this structural

change takes place locally. During sliding, we observe initially pinned islands

rotate, turning themselves spontaneously into tilted regions, and start to slide.

This rotation is the opposite to what happens to a perfect crystal tilted at

θNM relaxing over a strong enough substrate: in the that case the initially

tilted domains locally rotate to align to the substrate lattice. As noted in
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Figure 6.2: A broader part of the system of fig. 6.1(b).

Ref. [19], this is not the case for a colloidal lattice globally aligned with the

corrugation. In that case the commensuration to the substrate can occur only

by means of local isotropic compressions. Also in the driven system at hand,

the opposite phenomenon of tilted region becoming pinned islands occurs, but

at a lower rate than rotations to tilted phase, until a steady state is reached. In

this steady state, islands and tilted regions keep on sprouting, advancing (the

tilted ones only) and rotate back again. They do not involve specific colloids

but, rather, remain delocalized with diffusive boundaries.

Another interesting feature of an applied force large enough to support slid-

ing is that it helps erase the system memory. The starting configuration for the

static analysis was a perfect crystal in the pure +θNM phase: this “red.colored”

phase was the only tilted phase observed in equilibrium simulations1. Instead,

during this out-of-equilibrium process, large blue −θNM regions form, as shown

in fig. 6.3. This indicates that the application of a driving force is a quite ef-

fective tool helping the system explore the available phases. The application

1Essentially no blue clusters of colloids at −θNM are visible at equilibrium. The very few
small ones are due to local thermal fluctuations.
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Figure 6.3: A larger part of the system of fig. 6.1(c). Note the blue patches (θ <
−2.5◦) relative to the −θNM phase, which were not present in the original starting
configuration and in the quasi-equilibrium results but have sprout spontaneously
under driving.

of a force was used in experiments and could be used in future simulations to

retrieve ergodicity.

In a structural characterization of the transition by means of the the struc-

ture factor S(q) (like in section 4.3), we should verify that this reverse tran-

sition modifies the S(q) function as well. This is indeed the case, as figs. 6.6

and 6.7 show: in the initial part of the trajectory (100 ms to 200 ms), the trace

of the islands pattern described in section 4.3 is similar to the one in fig. 4.14c,

while the structure factor of fig. 6.7 (2900 ms to 3000 ms), at the end of the

reverse transition, is comparable to the superlubric one of fig. 4.14a.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the displacement amplitude ‖∆rt1,t2‖ for t1 = 100 ms
and t2 = 200 ms (solid purple curve) and for t1 = 2900 ms and t2 = 3000 ms (dashed
green curve). The histogram bins are 0.10µm-wide. The dotted line at 1µm is the
threshold we set for the drawing of the arrows in figs. 6.1 to 6.3.

(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: The elementary mechanism of phase changing at subsequent time steps
∆ta = 200−100 ms (a) and ∆tb = 300−200 ms (b); all the snapshots report the same
area of the sample. In snapshot (a) three islands are rotating counter-clockwise, as
illustrated by the arrows, and become bona-fide tilted, superlubric regions in panel
(b).
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Figure 6.6: The function S(q) of the system in the time window 100 − 100 ms
shown in fig. 6.2. The structure factor is computed as described in section 4.3 and
averaged over 10 configurations.

Figure 6.7: The function S(q) of the system in the time window 2900 − 3000 ms
shown in fig. 6.3. The structure factor is computed as described in section 4.3 and
averaged over 10 configurations.
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7
Conclusions

This work has touched several arguments and analyzed many facets of the

behavior of a mismatched layer of colloids in a periodic potential. Thus, it

is necessary now to draw conclusions about the achievements and the next

possible steps.

On the structural side, we verified that the Novaco-McTague theory applies

to our system and we observed an undocumented behavior of the pair-potential

energy Upp at large substrate amplitude U0. We proposed a simple argument

to determine the ground state of the system at very large corrugation U0,

beyond the validity of the Novaco-McTague theory, which could be verified in

the future.

We explored the phase diagram of the system, verifying that the Aubry

transition is indeed first order in 2D. We estimate the coexistence region by

means of the standard disorder parameter Ψ, plus the tilted fraction ftilt based
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on the local angle of the colloids. We have compared the structural phase

diagram, also characterized by means of the structure factor S(q) for an ideal

crystal at T = 0 and a more realistic situation at finite temperature. We found

that the coexistence region is strongly affected by crystal defects.

We analyzed the behavior of the system out of the thermodynamic equi-

librium, under a driving force and its dynamical response: as function of the

substrate amplitude U0, we found a superlubric region, characterized by the

absence of static friction Fs = 0, and a pinned one with finite friction, as we

expected from the literature. Within the coexistence region we identified a sort

of “running in” behavior that we named force-induced reverse transition that

consists in a structural rearrangement of the system promoted by the driving

force which lead to a friction reduction and a corresponding slow increase of

the average velocity of the monolayer . This phenomenon could explain why

the mobility grows faster with force within the coexistence region than in the

pinned one.

All this work has been carried out in contact with ongoing experiments in

Stuttgart, with which we were able to carry out quantitative comparisons. For

both theory and experiment, a clear step forward could be a “fully ergodic”

investigation of the coexistence region in a detailed exploration of the equilib-

rium configurations, by following the evolution of the superlubric and pinned

regions as a function of U0 in the absence of any hysteresis.

Regarding the first-order nature of the Aubry transition in two dimensions,

we consider it an interesting challenge to observe the system at the critical

point at the end of the first-order transition line, where this transition should

leave room for a continuos crossover.

Due to the asymmetry of the pair interaction potential, the phase transition

and the dynamical response of the system may show different features in the

overdense case ρ > 1.

Another question related to ergodicity which remains open is how the col-

loidal system stores information about its past within the network of disloca-

tion lines.

Related future work could focus on the possible Aubry transition and dy-

namics of the colloidal systems over a quasi-crystalline substrate.
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A
Supercell construction and data

Let ac and al be the lattice spacing of the colloids and the corrugation, re-

spectively, and â1 = ( 1
0 ) be one of the primitive versor of the corrugation

lattice; the lattice with the desired periodicity is generated by a primitive vec-

tors ai = alâi. The matrix representing the discrete rotational symmetry of

the lattice by an angle Ω is:

R
Ω

=

(
cos Ω − sin Ω

sin Ω cos Ω

)
=

(
u −ν
ν u

)
. (A.1)

Thus, the second versor defining the lattice is â2 = R
Ω
â1. Since we assume that

the two lattices have the same symmetry, we can define a matrix describing

the misalignment R
θ

=
(

cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)
. This way, the versors defining the second

95
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lattice are

b̂1 = R
Ω
· â1 (A.2)

b̂2 = R
Ω
· b̂1 = R

Ω
·R

θ
· â1. (A.3)

The supercell will be compatible with both lattices if their cells match exactly,

namely, the following matching condition is satisfied:

al(n1â1 + n2â2) = ac(m1b̂1 +m2b̂2). (A.4)

The condition in eq. (A.4) can be rewritten with a matrix formalism:

al

ac

(n1â1 + n2RΩ
· â1) = m1Rθ

· â1 +m2RΩ
·R

θ
· â1

ρ
(

I R
Ω

)
·

(
n1

n2

)
=
(

I R
Ω

)
·

(
m1

m2

)
·R

θ
(A.5)

where we used the definition of the lattice vectors in eqs. (A.2) and (A.3),

introduced the mismatch ratio ρ = al/ac, grouped the matrices and the in-

dexes in vectors and simplified â1 from both sides. Given the four indexes

{mi, ni}i=1,2, we can invert the system and find the mismatch ratio ρ and the

misalignment angle θ that match the two lattices defined by the four indexes

and thus find a suitable supercell for both of them. In order to do so, we solve

equation (A.5) for the matrix R
θ

and for ρ together with the request that R
θ

is a rotation matrix, namely:

R
θ

= ρ
(
m1I +m2RΩ

)−1 (
I R

Ω

)
·

(
n1

n2

)
(A.6)

detR
θ

= 1. (A.7)
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We can easily calculate the inverse of the matrix in (A.6):

(
m1I +m2RΩ

)−1

=
1

m2
1 +m2

2(u2 + ν2) + 2m1m2u

(
m1 + um2 νm2

−νm2 m1 + um2

)
=

1

Np

(
m1I +m2RΩ

T
)
, (A.8)

where we have defined Np = det
(
m1I +m2RΩ

)
= m2

1 +m2
2(u2 +ν2)+2m1m2u

because it actually is the number of particles of spacing ac within the supercell.

We can now solve equation (A.6):

R
θ

=
ρ

Np

(
m1I +m2RΩ

T
)
·
(
m1I +m2RΩ

)
=

ρ

Np

(
m1n1 +m2n2 + u(m2n2 +m2n1) −ν(m1n2 −m2n1)

ν(m1n2 −m2n1) m1n1 +m2n2 + u(m2n2 +m2n1)

)
=

ρ

Np

(
I(m1n2 +m2n2) +R

Ω
m1n2 +RΩ

Tm2n1

)
=

ρ

Np

A, (A.9)

where the matrix A is defined implicitly in the last step of the equation. We

can now use eq. (A.7) to find ρ and put it back in eq. (A.9) to get an expression

for R
θ

and, thus, for θ:

1 = detR
θ

=
ρ2

N2
p

detA (A.10)

ρ =
Np√
detA

(A.11)

R
θ

=
A√
detA

(A.12)

θ = arccos

(
1√

detA
A11

)

= arccos

(
1√

detA
[m1n1 +m2n2 + u(m2n2 +m2n1)]

)
. (A.13)
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The first primitive vector of the obtained supercell is C1 = al(n1â1 + n2â2)

and the second one is obtained by a rotation of Ω:

C2 = R
Ω
·C1

= al(n1RΩ
â1 + n2R

2

Ω
â1)

= aln1

(
u

ν

)
+ aln2

(
u2 − ν2

2uν

)
. (A.14)

Relations eq. (A.13) and eq. (A.14) for the triangular case (Ω = π/3) are

reported in section 3.1. We can use them to generate many cells for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤
30◦ and for ratios ρ as close as possible to the experimental value ρexp ' 0.86.

These informations are listed in table A.1.

θ [◦] ρ n1 n2 m1 m2 Np

0 0.861538461538 65 65 56 56 9408

0.115164 0.861524826789 96 99 83 85 21169

0.232477 0.861561302431 54 91 47 78 11959

0.354601 0.861554944897 25 75 21 65 6031

0.474667 0.861493709983 66 71 56 62 10452

0.590936 0.861529714492 90 98 79 83 19687

0.712632 0.861526057706 69 82 58 72 12724

0.835158 0.861494086431 79 95 70 80 16900

0.98058 0.861545259582 85 88 71 78 16663

1.10015 0.861550262334 64 66 57 55 9409

1.22092 0.86154711404 86 95 77 79 18253

1.34514 0.861551371328 59 64 53 53 8427

1.46032 0.861534878108 83 96 68 86 17868

1.57511 0.861553723919 27 87 26 73 7903

1.69165 0.861563094958 74 90 60 81 15021

1.84859 0.861538472836 33 90 25 80 9025

1.96513 0.861516990897 15 78 10 69 5551

2.09112 0.861527028384 47 72 37 65 7999

2.20765 0.861531840303 73 90 58 82 14844

2.33661 0.861564218327 69 74 55 68 11389
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2.46213 0.861564256433 34 47 32 38 3684

2.59426 0.861581144474 91 95 72 88 19264

2.70942 0.86154274466 71 90 67 72 14497

2.83092 0.861568469612 51 74 39 68 8797

2.94987 0.861492295621 44 59 42 47 5947

3.06465 0.861534997324 40 63 30 58 6004

3.18084 0.861508764801 44 84 32 77 9417

3.29636 0.861547389823 78 85 60 80 14800

3.4156 0.86153272806 43 97 44 78 11452

3.5394 0.861508376497 48 53 46 41 5683

3.67794 0.86153672125 23 32 17 30 1699

3.79454 0.861560606371 84 98 63 93 18477

3.91128 0.861488807953 66 89 65 69 13471

4.07236 0.86155442813 91 99 68 95 20109

4.19199 0.861548475745 80 94 59 90 16891

4.3088 0.861515711656 62 93 44 88 13552

4.42561 0.861548475745 80 94 79 71 16891

4.55426 0.861489258604 60 90 61 69 12691

4.67606 0.861547410661 55 74 39 71 9331

4.7984 0.86158578877 70 72 69 53 11227

4.91776 0.861528812386 51 54 37 53 6139

5.03935 0.861573530908 84 85 61 84 15901

5.19712 0.861554744706 47 95 51 73 11653

5.31282 0.861551279108 55 90 58 68 11932

5.43103 0.861573530908 84 85 84 61 15901

5.43623 0.861537165406 91 92 91 66 18643

5.54809 0.86152021471 46 66 48 49 7057

5.66992 0.861522804513 40 89 45 68 9709

5.78816 0.861563315384 18 95 5 88 8209

5.90443 0.861578436523 38 83 43 63 8527

6.02706 0.86153043189 60 14 56 5 3441

6.14962 0.861578192482 53 73 56 53 8913

6.26482 0.861534878108 83 96 86 68 17868
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6.38234 0.861516430975 23 40 14 39 2263

6.4993 0.861505295008 7 41 11 32 1497

6.61893 0.861506677283 41 66 45 48 6489

6.74164 0.86153827001 51 89 57 65 11179

6.85867 0.86149469664 43 73 48 53 7657

6.98173 0.861570256408 25 34 27 24 1953

7.1012 0.861521577126 29 36 31 25 2361

7.22174 0.861524873013 77 80 51 83 13723

7.35136 0.861553615499 68 69 45 72 10449

7.4894 0.861559860763 56 89 63 63 11907

7.64072 0.861543690161 82 95 88 64 17472

7.77096 0.86149469664 92 17 87 1 7657

7.89134 0.861566994425 39 59 44 41 5421

8.01873 0.861518839086 62 98 35 99 14491

8.13946 0.861519171695 48 75 27 76 8557

8.27053 0.861511053254 64 13 61 1 3783

8.40697 0.86157853814 5 92 18 71 6643

8.52393 0.861588382556 93 23 69 35 8401

8.64698 0.861533447293 31 42 35 28 2989

8.76944 0.861496583146 54 85 29 87 10933

8.89869 0.861501500718 47 61 53 40 6529

9.01812 0.861547515958 96 31 94 9 9763

9.16412 0.861574985238 85 92 51 99 17451

9.28038 0.861505898118 14 61 1 59 3541

9.46657 0.861555565404 6 82 19 62 5383

9.58557 0.861514040904 58 66 65 41 8571

9.70527 0.861517657708 65 88 35 93 13129

9.82135 0.861546254552 97 32 96 8 10048

9.94066 0.861583114758 67 78 76 48 11728

10.0656 0.861522193465 64 79 35 85 11425

10.1815 0.86155683358 93 21 67 36 8197

10.3052 0.861536651653 26 43 32 28 2704

10.4227 0.861538461538 35 40 40 24 3136
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10.5453 0.861516798341 6 57 16 42 2692

10.6655 0.861534801238 74 79 84 46 13036

10.7819 0.861567924241 58 79 29 85 10531

10.8998 0.861555443263 58 77 69 47 10213

11.0518 0.861545259582 85 88 47 99 16663

11.1698 0.861584629121 67 84 34 92 12748

11.2881 0.861509399866 81 96 95 56 17481

11.4344 0.861583640037 86 87 47 99 16663

11.5535 0.861500952027 44 49 23 55 4819

11.6688 0.861582844871 76 77 41 88 13033

11.7843 0.861557275402 74 89 88 51 14833

11.9031 0.861566388177 57 59 66 32 7492

12.0529 0.861535010292 61 87 27 95 12319

12.1714 0.861576613723 28 50 37 31 3477

12.3009 0.861545062735 61 75 29 84 10333

12.4247 0.861558156311 48 63 59 36 6901

12.5484 0.861507890676 40 65 52 39 6253

12.6702 0.861540706544 28 89 46 59 8311

12.7865 0.861583763034 24 66 3 68 4837

12.9226 0.861578196654 32 88 50 57 8599

13.0439 0.861506677283 41 66 15 72 6489

13.1639 0.861575069737 64 93 82 53 13879

13.2795 0.861539952277 47 79 16 86 9028

13.3965 0.861587632309 62 82 78 45 11619

13.5143 0.861501500718 39 68 53 40 6529

13.6378 0.861562835895 95 6 67 28 7149

13.7597 0.861575297516 38 96 59 60 10621

13.8848 0.861587492122 84 1 60 21 5301

14.0036 0.861491958224 23 79 41 51 6373

14.1258 0.861584827019 93 33 97 1 9507

14.2529 0.861530614799 77 91 96 46 15748

14.3741 0.861516066594 11 91 33 62 6979

14.4895 0.86149986459 46 83 12 91 9517
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14.6434 0.861581666547 33 81 3 86 7663

14.7613 0.861525835644 58 67 24 79 8713

14.8771 0.861570744318 15 65 31 42 4027

15.0109 0.861497590639 10 52 23 34 2467

15.1294 0.861551506998 51 84 14 94 10348

15.2492 0.861523941806 36 32 43 13 2577

15.3772 0.86155438291 63 81 82 40 11604

15.4923 0.861552358877 66 28 71 2 5187

15.6117 0.861553662188 29 60 44 34 4588

15.7293 0.861551031881 23 55 37 32 3577

15.8567 0.861551074978 58 78 19 91 10371

15.9726 0.861587552467 67 67 28 83 9997

16.0891 0.861566921613 74 31 80 1 6481

16.2045 0.861514142499 37 73 56 40 6976

16.3393 0.86149287816 49 81 11 92 9597

16.4665 0.861555565404 30 78 51 45 6921

16.588 0.86153043189 62 74 81 33 10323

16.7208 0.861527028384 19 93 45 58 7999

16.8527 0.861527368695 48 85 71 44 10101

16.9851 0.861531704735 17 50 31 29 2701

17.1168 0.861565708267 75 59 90 18 10044

17.241 0.861550323536 76 45 87 8 8329

17.3609 0.861553723919 39 78 61 41 7903

17.4809 0.861543479758 13 95 41 60 7741

17.5991 0.861534198437 51 78 73 37 9399

17.7164 0.861582277058 43 72 7 83 7519

17.8379 0.861534654481 76 78 27 99 13203

17.9549 0.861528024713 75 36 84 1 7141

18.0771 0.861524012069 20 86 46 51 7063

18.1937 0.86149469664 54 69 74 29 8463

18.329 0.861544941094 3 77 27 50 4579

18.4774 0.861499461083 37 95 66 51 10323

18.6016 0.861517657708 59 33 68 3 4837
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18.7167 0.861517940134 45 63 64 27 6553

18.8335 0.861563383513 54 57 71 20 6861

18.9642 0.861503602602 59 45 24 63 6057

19.0813 0.861522804513 89 40 45 68 9709

19.2105 0.861561863157 33 35 10 45 2575

19.3357 0.861564256433 19 59 38 32 3684

19.455 0.861494472044 53 25 26 42 3532

19.5908 0.86155861676 62 46 76 9 6541

19.706 0.861552152753 96 56 43 87 13159

19.8327 0.861516990897 15 78 41 45 5551

19.9557 0.861517884366 9 86 38 52 6124

20.0775 0.861493913741 36 49 52 19 4053

20.2183 0.861562267115 49 61 69 22 6763

20.3391 0.861557137835 10 70 34 41 4231

20.4602 0.861499167537 17 93 49 53 7807

20.5888 0.861496961634 33 99 67 51 10507

20.7107 0.861580601556 55 91 86 38 12108

20.831 0.861495778747 39 84 68 39 8797

20.9512 0.86149469664 73 43 87 1 7657

21.0817 0.861583274652 57 95 90 39 13131

21.2163 0.861522804513 51 80 3 97 9709

21.3546 0.86154105213 46 96 80 43 11689

21.4722 0.861520381395 41 87 72 39 9513

21.5945 0.861581826272 39 70 64 29 6793

21.7231 0.861540303071 43 53 7 68 5149

21.8437 0.861526261179 52 81 2 99 10003

21.9645 0.861499167537 33 82 63 38 7807

22.0859 0.86149469664 69 54 22 79 8463

22.2286 0.861499272519 88 7 51 40 6241

22.3633 0.861526595077 66 69 14 93 10147

22.4842 0.861575726874 38 75 66 31 7363

22.6037 0.861514142499 25 82 56 40 6976

22.7189 0.86153359467 60 88 93 30 12339
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22.8446 0.861501454371 11 47 29 24 2113

22.9834 0.861523941806 40 76 69 30 7731

23.1001 0.861533447293 31 42 47 13 2989

23.2171 0.861530962848 15 77 45 40 5425

23.338 0.861540561175 10 79 41 43 5293

23.5079 0.861490869051 9 28 20 13 829

23.6418 0.861535010292 61 87 95 27 12319

23.761 0.86155680619 85 5 48 39 5697

23.907 0.861581117453 54 61 78 14 7372

24.028 0.861550510228 46 59 3 77 6169

24.1947 0.861565157459 4 32 17 17 867

24.3397 0.861554529952 54 13 26 35 2811

24.4652 0.861491171464 12 95 51 50 7651

24.5841 0.861585031859 10 80 43 42 5419

24.7108 0.861554456403 52 95 91 33 12373

24.8264 0.861570744318 15 65 42 31 4027

24.9633 0.861558909538 17 79 50 38 5844

25.1271 0.861540303071 43 53 65 12 5149

25.2438 0.861515083508 19 90 57 43 7549

25.3683 0.861562092484 47 69 76 19 7581

25.4973 0.861489724004 28 94 68 41 9093

25.6288 0.861538285447 65 64 92 8 9264

25.7475 0.861560440367 24 56 48 21 3753

25.9013 0.861555565404 42 56 66 13 5383

26.0445 0.861562092484 13 30 26 11 1083

26.1646 0.861523513565 3 89 42 48 6084

26.2833 0.861553415653 46 35 10 55 3675

26.4199 0.861531704735 17 50 39 20 2701

26.5414 0.861524140021 14 97 57 47 8137

26.6719 0.8615626737 77 54 18 88 9652

26.7966 0.861552994198 92 36 34 77 9703

26.9206 0.861517477348 25 87 64 36 7696

27.0367 0.861551737291 8 51 31 24 2281
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27.1529 0.861568893284 3 97 47 51 7207

27.3352 0.861493709983 66 71 98 8 10452

27.4615 0.861558767336 44 90 85 28 10389

27.5786 0.861580002667 57 40 12 66 5292

27.7019 0.861531845423 98 50 29 95 12621

27.8733 0.861582277058 33 80 70 27 7519

28.0399 0.861577757561 1 92 44 48 6352

28.1589 0.861560128688 56 71 89 11 9021

28.2775 0.861531845423 16 66 47 27 4207

28.3937 0.861561785754 18 70 51 28 4813

28.5084 0.861552994198 64 68 1 98 9703

28.6279 0.861526595077 99 30 37 77 10147

28.7547 0.861519829305 57 78 94 13 10227

28.8773 0.861575602957 92 34 31 78 9463

29.0115 0.861563674932 32 75 68 23 6717

29.131 0.861570256408 81 40 22 79 8463

29.2465 0.861567300439 34 58 62 13 4819

29.3734 0.86155861676 46 62 76 9 6541

29.4954 0.861550277238 64 64 95 1 9121

29.8472 0.861565523301 97 1 48 49 7057

29.9621 0.861511053254 43 81 83 19 8827

Table A.1: The parameter of the supercells used in section 4.1 to investigate the
angular dependence of energy. The bold line at θ = 5.436 23◦ highlights the supercell
used in the static and dynamical analysis.
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Breathe, keep breathing. Don’t loose your nerve.

Breathe, keep breathing. I can’t do this alone.

Radiohead. “Exit Music (For a Film)”.
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